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Editor’s note

Look before you leap

T

he road to cloud is paved with good
intentions. Many will proffer advice, but
the key to success is to look inward: what
are you trying to do, are you ready to
embrace change, and do you have the skills? You will
not find all your answers in one place, and will need
to consult widely. And if you’re already using some
cloud services, what have you learned, and what
would you do differently, given another chance?
We’ve all seen the stratospheric figures; double
digit growth across all the public cloud houses,
which shows the unquenchable thirst for the model.
The providers say there’s a lower cost of operations,
more productivity from IT infrastructure staff
and developers, less downtime, and access to some
incredible services. But organisations that put all
their eggs in one basket may be in trouble when
there’s a public cloud outage, which does happen
from time to time.
The cloud providers believe that, in time,
everything is going to move to the cloud. Well, they
would say that, but on-premises infrastructure will
still be with us for some time to come. Cloud, for all
its promise, it’s still quite hard to get right, as many
firms have found. The challenge is that for it to work
properly there needs to be a fundamental rethink
on procurement, training and business processes, to
name a few.
Welcome, then, to this brief survey of the cloud
in 2021. We speak to Avsharn Bachoo, the CIO of
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Comair, which may have had
a bumpy ride over the last year
or so, but now has a solid cloud
strategy in place. He’s chosen to
go with Google Cloud Platform,
which is a little unusual, but it all
seems to be going well. We also
speak to the very knowledgeable
Naseem Ahmed, the lead at cloud
lead at consulting firm Synthesis,
which is mainly an AWS shop.
He takes us the through the
changes, and pitfalls that face the small and medium
enterprise.
Of course, we take a look at compliance and
security, and why SASE is the foundation on which
clouds should be built. There’s a piece on the
increasing importance of the edge, and how to avoid
a nasty surprise at the end of the month.
And we also dig into the new world of multicloud,
or as one CIO told me “There be dragons!”
Routed’s Andrew Cruise puts it another way: “What
multicloud is not, is using Office365 and running
your website on AWS!”
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Platinum sponsor’s foreword

South Africa, the Sky
is not the Limit!
Africa stands to benefit enormously from the cloud and
the many wonderful innovations that spring from it.

Y

oung entrepreneurs are taking inspiration
from Silicon Valley as they seek to develop
new solutions to meet the continent’s
growing demand for cloud services. You
could say that digital transformation
is the driver of increased innovation
opportunities for the globe’s youngest
population, as they seek to reimagine the
future.
By Stone He, President, Huawei Cloud
(Southern Africa)
The growth potential of the cloud
is such that its impact from both
an economic and a job creation
perspective is huge. This is borne out by the significant
investments we are witnessing from the financial and
telecommunication industries, as well as from the
public sector, in both public and hybrid cloud.
As the foundation on which the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR) is built, it is clear that Africa has great
potential in terms of the cloud and is demonstrating
significant progress in its implementation. However,
despite the fact that African data centre capacity
has doubled in the past three years, the continent’s
cloud capacity still accounts for less than 1% of global
availability. Nonetheless, the cloud is becoming more
pervasive here and as it does so, it is no wonder that we
hear a growing clamour for more points of presence on
the continent. With this in mind, Huawei Cloud now
has four points of presence in Africa - two in South
Africa, one in Nigeria and one in Kenya.
In fact, we predict that South Africa will soon
become a cloud hub for the continent. This is despite
the fact that organisations adopting cloud services
here still face several challenges, from a lack of skilled
solution providers, cloud migration difficulties and
no local, hands-on support. As Huawei Cloud, our
success lies in the success of our partners. We believe
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in a joint, value proposition focusing on investment in
our ecosystem. As we embark on the road to digital
transformation, our global experience will allow
us to leverage best practices to ensure that returns
on an organisation’s cloud investment, is achieved
quickly and at an optimal rate. We understand the
complexities of cloud adoption, ensuring we guide our
partners at each step of their journey. Our partners,
and ultimately the end users leverage our global R&D
investments to stay ahead of their competition.
Data security is top priority, and for that reason we
have invested, not only in world class security solutions
across six layers of the cloud platform, but also through
global security compliance standard and certifications.
Our unique platform is built with the application
performance and availability in mind. The
infrastructure has no third party vendor technologies,
all integrated and designed for the best user experience
I believe this approach sets us apart from our
competitors, as we empower our partners and their
realised value then can be passed onto the customers.
With this model, we have found longer term success,
smooth transitions to the cloud and exponential
growth in our customer base.
It is obvious that the key to developing this cloud
powerhouse is to deeply entrench cloud skills in
the local market, thereby creating future potential
by ensuring the youth are upskilled with the latest
digital knowledge. Training is also being offered to
consumers, tertiary students and SME entrepreneurs.
In this way, we see SA continuing to develop into
a leading cloud facilitator in the Africa region and
a critical part of the global cloud roadmap. It can
position itself to deliver a model that is agile, elastic,
cost-effective and able to meet all the required
compliance standards.
In fact, Huawei is so optimistic about the future
of the cloud, and in particular, the strength of the
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South Africa market, that it will soon be opening
a third availability zone in the country – this time
in Cape Town, to balance the two existing zones in
Johannesburg. This is not likely to be the end, as we
have set our sights on creating this ‘Africa Hub’ right
here in SA.
Huawei understands the importance of leveraging
technology to transform current businesses, and to
enable the digital transformation of industries through
the delivery of new services. It is of no surprise that
Gartner* recently ranked Huawei Cloud among

the Top 5 in the global market, this recognition has
confirmed that our model works and will continue to
disrupt the traditional approach to ‘signing up to the
cloud’.
This is why our main goal is to enable customers
and businesses of all sizes to leverage the cloud as
this will deliver a significant boost to both the local
economy and the SA employment figures. Our hope
is that cloud-based technology will ultimately promote
sustainable development and become a new driver for
economic growth. n

www.huaweicloud.com
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Sponsor’s foreword

Generating Business Value through
the Cloud

As the global Covid-19 crisis began to unfold in 2020, the cloud had to be ready and
capable of scaling dramatically and reliably to meet massive, unplanned-for demand,
as huge portions of everyday life were dumped onto cloud infrastructure overnight.
own experiences during lockdown, has given a fresh
perspective on its place as a strategic technology.

Four fundamentals
There’s no doubt that remote workforces have benefited
from a more positive assessment of their contribution,
finally shattering long held scepticism that they would be
unproductive unless micro-managed. Many companies
have actually reported increases in productivity and
customer satisfaction scores during this period. More to
the point, the workforce itself also now knows it does not
need to be anchored to desks or physical locations to serve
customers and each other. Of course, truly unlocking
the developmental potential of cloud computing will not
happen automatically. In fact, four fundamentals must be
in place before cloud computing can really be harnessed to
help drive development.
Donna Mostert, Huawei Line of
Michael Langeveld, Vice President,
These four are skills development, proper policies,
Business Manager at Mustek
Huawei Cloud Southern Africa
safeguards to keep data private and secure, and effective
infrastructure. If African countries can get these
fundamentals right, cloud computing could become a powerful
ally in the push for sustainable development. Of course, this
y delivering on its promise of ubiquitous computing at
will still require navigating a range of complex issues, from data
scale since then, the cloud has delivered vital connectivity
privacy regulation to reliable electricity and bandwidth supply.
for businesses and populations. It has provided the
Prior to the pandemic, commercial influences suggested that
support needed to ensure workers can access critical
the cloud would eventually become the dominant enterprise
business information, while enabling secure real-time
technology infrastructure; all organisations needed to do was
collaboration between co-workers – not to mention
become comfortable with the idea.
entertainment services for the masses stuck at home.
After the rapid-response phase of the pandemic gave way to a
sense of acceptance of the ‘new normal,’ it was accompanied by
Power of cloud
efforts to plan strategically, despite an uncertain future. However,
However, no one could have predicted the arrival of a universally
for those enterprise IT leaders with an eye on the future, the
compelling event such as Covid-19, which has effectively compressed
situation represented a once-in-a-generation opportunity to
the general cloud adoption curve from years to mere months.
accelerate positive change.
Now that it has, most enterprises have experienced the power the
The smartest organisations were not those that simply sought
cloud has to make their operations more resilient and more agile.
to get through this period and return to whatever their version of
These were good strengths to have before the crisis, they certainly
normal was. The forward-thinking businesses have implemented
are during it, and they will be even more so once it has passed.
changes that will shape a new future, usher in a new age of work/
While the future remains highly uncertain, by taking the lessons
life balance and mobility and accelerate the promise of digital
learned from our rapid exposure to the cloud, and by making
transformation.
them a fundamental part our planning, businesses, especially
This is because the fear factor that surrounded the concept of
those on the African continent, can come out of this stronger than
the cloud has now broken down and, thanks to these companies’
when they went in.

B

To learn more contact
Huaweisales@mustek.co.za
+27 11 237 1000
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Scene Setter

Cloud:
The story
so far
The last couple of years has seen the massive adoption of all kinds of
cloud, public, private, and often a little of both. How did we get here?

I

t’s strange to think that there used
to be such fierce debate over the
word ‘cloud’. Dell even tried to
copyright the term back in 2008,
but it had been tried about a
decade earlier, by a man called
Sean O’Sullivan. According to the
MIT Technolog y Review, the term
could have been coined either
by O’Sullivan, the founder of a
company called NetCentric, or a
By Matthew Burbidge
George Favaloro, who worked at
Compaq. MIT saw a printout of a
123RF
business plan from 1996 between
NetCentric and Compaq in which the term ‘cloud
computing’ was used a number of times. Included
in the plan were examples of how they thought the
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technology would play out, such as theoretical ‘e-purchases’ billed
to Favaloro for video conferencing ($18.50 for 37 minutes), and
storage ($4.95 for 353MG).
They were clearly onto something here, but the idea was an
evolution of what started back in the dawn of computing, with
clients interfacing with the mainframe in the ‘50s. The world was
also a couple of decades away from the internet.
While both men have tried to lay claim to the term, and have
well-thumbed printouts to prove it, we’ll probably never know
who uttered, or wrote it down first. In any event, their names
are not likely to be remembered in the annals of computing
history. Dell’s trademark attempt is also fading like old wallpaper,
perhaps a little like the attack ads by Microsoft aimed at Linux in
around 2004.

‘We call it cloud computing’
Meanwhile, it was in August 2006 where the cloud story really
got going, during an interview at the Search Engine Strategies
Conference in San Jose, with Eric Schmidt, who was then
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Google CEO. He spoke of a new model, the premise
of which was that data services and architecture
‘should be on servers’.
“We call it cloud computing – they should be in
a ‘cloud’ somewhere. And that if you have the right
kind of browser or the right kind of access, it doesn’t
matter if you have a PC or a Mac or a mobile phone
or a BlackBerry – or new devices still to be developed
– you can get access to the cloud.
“I don’t think people have really understood how
big this opportunity really is.”
As to Microsoft, it is now locked in a titanic battle
with AWS. In 2019, the US Defence Department
awarded its $10 billion Joint Enterprise Defence
Infrastructure project (known as JEDI) to Microsoft.
This was a decision taken during the Trump
presidency, and AWS alleges that Trump meddled
in the tender, in part because of his dislike for Jeff
Bezos, founder of Amazon. The company also says
it has a superior product set. Oracle was also in the
running, but was apparently disqualified over the
distribution of its datacentres. Where we are now is
that the US Court for Federal Claims in April denied
motions by Microsoft and the Department of Justice
to dismiss the AWS lawsuit. It’s not clear what effect
the Federal court’s latest decision will have, but it
shows how much the stakes have risen in the world of
hyperscalers.

Most appear to be following a hybrid and multicloud
strategy, with some stuff in the cloud, and the rest onpremises in datacentres or in private clouds.
IT management company Flexera recently released
its `State of the Cloud’ report, which says that 92% of
enterprises surveyed have a multicloud strategy, and
82% are following a hybrid approach.
It also says that firms are struggling to get a
handle on gauging cloud costs accurately, and that
respondents reported overshooting their budget by
24%, as well as wasting about a third of their cloud
spend.
To hear the hyperscalers a couple of years ago, one
could be forgiven for thinking that everything would
end up in their datacentres. In practice, it has worked
out a little differently, and so we’ve seen them roll out
things like Anthos (Google) Azure Stack, and Outposts
(AWS) for on-premises. These solutions are quite
expensive, at least at the moment, and have yet to be
seen in South Africa. Dell, too, has introduced its Apex
private and hybrid cloud services.
To hear all the talk, if there’s one trend that seems
inescapable, it’s that of the distribution of computing
resources. Gartner has it that 10% of data generated

Eric Schmidt,
Former Google CEO
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How did it come to this? The battle lines have been
drawn as Microsoft Azure, AWS, Google Cloud
Platform, and Alibaba, among many others, compete
for the world’s compute, storage and software needs.
It depends on who you ask, but only between
20% and 30% of workloads are said to have to
have moved to the public cloud, but that was before
Covid, and the number is probably a little higher. In
any event, it shows just how much room there is for
growth, and profits.
The way that Gartner’s Sid Nag, a research vice
president, puts it, ‘the pandemic served as a multiplier
for CIOs’ interest in the cloud’ and there could now be
no argument for moving workloads there.
He says the global end-user spending on public
cloud services will grow 23.1% in 2021 to total $332.3
billion, up from $270 billion in 2020. Software-as-aService (SaaS) is the largest market segment, and will
probably reach $122 billion this year. Infrastructureas-a-Service (IaaS) and Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS)
will see the highest growth in 2021, 38.5% and 67.7%
respectively, he says.
Nag adds that 70% of companies surveyed planned
on increasing their cloud spending in the wake of the
pandemic. But in the meantime, what are they doing?

Photo: Coutesy of Dell Technologies Inc.

Lifting the load
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Scene Setter

I don’t think people have really understood how big
this opportunity really is.
Eric Schmidt, Google

by the enterprise is today created and processed
outside of a traditional datacentre. In four years,
it thinks this figure will be at 75%, which, if true,
will mean some fundamental shifts are in the works.
It’s not hard to imagine, edge servers at cellphone
base stations will process on-site without using the
network backbone. Gartner also suggests that these
edge servers could become micro datacentres in cases
where more compute is needed, such as in shopping
malls or oil rigs.

As John Roese, global CTO at Dell Technologies,
said a year or so ago, cloud is now at the centre of
the world’s great technology systems, housing IT
systems that would become automated, elastic, agile
‘pools of capability’. He believes we’re just at the
beginning of the journey to harness the capabilities
of true multicloud systems, or: “We’re building the
foundations for the way in which IT will be consumed
for generations to come.”
And we’re just getting started.

John Roese,
Dell Technolgies
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Hyperscale

Brave new world

Naseem Ahmed, cloud enablement lead at Synthesis, explains the
challenges of cloud adoption.

I

f you’re a small or medium business
that wants to start experimenting with
cloud, I can think of no better person to
speak to than Naseem Ahmed, the cloud
enablement practice lead at a company
called Synthesis.
As he explains, it’s fiendishly difficult
to configure a public cloud environment
if you’re not experienced. He’s seen
By Matthew Burbidge
plenty of businesses come unstuck
because of this. Or, as he puts it: “It’s
Supplied
bloody complicated.”
He says the public cloud hyperscalers such as
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure, or Google
Cloud Platform ‘provide you with the Lego to build
something, but they don’t give you the instructions
about what to do. There are all these fancy pieces and
things you can put together, and companies then build
software on this, and say, ‘We’re cloud-ready’, but in
reality, they’re only just starting out.’
He says Synthesis mainly uses AWS, which has a lot
more services than the others. Each cloud has its own
variations, and costing, which are very similar.
Licensing, though, can be tricky. He says when a server
is started in the cloud, the price includes the licensing, but
there’s also the option to use an on-prem licence, ‘but it’s
up to you to make sure you’ve been licensed correctly’.

If you want to know
why you’re getting into trouble
in the cloud, it’s because your
business hasn’t changed its
processes.
Naseem Ahmed, Synthesis
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He says the last six clients he’s dealt with were small to
medium enterprises, which typically don’t have large teams of
people – found in, for example, banks – to design, build and
maintain their cloud environments.

We have a problem
“These small and medium enterprises want to get into the
cloud because it has a lot of benefits, so they go to AWS or
Azure or GCP and they put in their credit card details, create
an account, and start building. Six months later, they want to
go into production, and they put their production server right
next to their development server, in the same account, and
now they have a very big problem,” he says.
“For starters, you have to segregate your workloads. With
production and development running there, how do you
control access, how do you do security? They have these
problems because they don’t have the skills or the knowledge
about how to build a multicloud, multi-account environment
with a dev account, a staging account, a production one, with
proper logging and security. It’s complicated and they don’t
have the skillset to do that, but if you don’t do that, you’re
doing cloud wrong. It doesn’t matter how big you are.”
Synthesis has worked with the big four banks, all of which
have built multicloud environments.
Charting how the public cloud providers have evolved their
offerings, he says that about four years ago, it would take two
years to set up these multicloud accounts. Now, it takes about
10 days. It’s easier now because of an AWS tool called Control
Tower, which is used to set up a multi-account environment.
“Four years ago, Control Tower didn’t exist. So we had to
build everything from scratch, and then configure it. Over
the years, AWS built this, and gave us a leg up, but it’s still not
complete. AWS just gives you the basics, but we still have to
configure these things,” he says.
A company will also need a ‘landing zone’ orchestration
framework for its AWS environment.
“Once you have the foundation in place, the business can
start to build. It will have a staging and production, and separate
workloads. You have to have a way of getting people into the
environment using federated logins.”

Ready or not?
Why are some small businesses still not ready to use the cloud?
“It’s very sad. If you have a server running under the table,
what happens if it dies? If you switch that server off, what
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Naseem Ahmed,
Synthesis

happens to your business? Can it function?
Where’s the data? Would you be able to carry
on? You either need a backup strategy, or you
need to consider the cloud. You can migrate
everything into the cloud, and then the data
is backed up. If the server dies, I can spin up
another 15 servers in 10 minutes.”
He adds that many small businesses say
cloud is too expensive. The cloud providers,
meanwhile, are attempting to make their
offer as attractive as possible, and won’t
charge a business for the migration.
“They’ll literally pay you to move.”
What is important, he says, is that a
business needs to decide why it wants to move.
“Cost is not the reason to migrate to the
cloud. There are many other reasons, such
as agility, and with servers that don’t die, you
become resilient.”
Cloud can also means a more efficient IT
infrastructure staff, less downtime, higher
development productivity, and more features.
“Technology is easy, but the people are
a problem. You need to get buy-in. People
in the organisation need to understand why
you’re moving to the cloud, and what they
are going to get out of it.”
For instance, a business can buy a
managed database service (dBaas), which
means the database manager ‘sitting in the
basement’ will no longer be needed.
“Why would this guy want to buy into the
cloud journey? He’ll do everything he can to
sabotage it.”
He says he’s actually seen this happen,
particularly at banks.

“Before you start this, you have to start
the journey of skills training, so that you
can repurpose these people. If you don’t do
this, you’re going to have a very tough time
moving to the cloud.
“The cloud move will also affect those
working in networking, because there will
not be any more calls to configure a router,
for example.
“If you start training these people to do
cloud networking, then they have a new
skill, and you can use them to manage your
environment. If you don’t do this, your
people will sabotage your journey.”

Challenges of multicloud
Ahmed says a perennial concern is that of
vendor lock-in, which sometimes means ‘you
end up buying everything’, which will mean
parallel training programmes.
“In the end, you have to make a choice (of
what cloud to use).”
Ahmed says that the governance model is
also markedly different in the cloud, such as
with procurement.
In the past, a server would need to be
bought and deployed. In the cloud, this
deployment is almost instantaneous.
“If you don’t have the governance process
to monitor what people are doing, you’ll end
up with a bill that you didn’t expect.
“In the past, there were processes in
place to stop people from spending money.
Now, you’ve taken that away, but you
haven’t updated your processes. If you want
to know why you’re getting into trouble in

the cloud, it’s because your business hasn’t
changed its processes.”
He acknowledges that it’s difficult to
change all these things at once, and suggests
a gradual process of change.
Multicloud also present challenges: “If you
have 20 developers, what are you going to do
– put 10 on this cloud and 10 on the other?
How will the knowledge be cross-shared?
And where will a new application run?
“Initially, it was a decision of going to
on-prem or the cloud. Now, one team will
want to go with Google, and another will
want to go with AWS. It’s doable, but you
don’t start here. You need to first start with
one cloud, and get all the processes and
procedures in place.
“Remember you built your on-prem
environment over 15, 20, or 30 years. It was a
long journey, and now, when you’re going to
the cloud, it’s very different. Your processes,
tools, are not the same.”
He says that with the cloud providers, ‘the
more you spend, the cheaper it gets’, a benefit
that will be lost if the spend is split two or
three ways.
Asked where he sees growth in the local
cloud market, he says it will be in the
medium to large business segment.
“They’ll have on-prem datacentres, and
now are starting to look at cloud because
their infrastructure cycle is coming to
an end, or they’re looking at expanding.
Cloud opens up machine learning, big data
analysis, and backups of servers. All these
things become a reality.”
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Cloud migration

The case for cloud:
The Comair story
A cloud migration should not be undertaken for its own sake; ask
instead what value it will deliver to your customers.

I

n hindsight it was probably fortuitous
that Comair CIO Avsharn Bachoo
joined the airline when he did, at the
beginning of 2020. The airline was
grounded, and entered business rescue
in May, which has given him plenty of
time to modernise its digital processes, as
well as set the airline on the flight path
of its cloud strategy. During the rescue
By Matthew Burbidge
period a new team of investors took over,
which also meant that a new exco and
Supplied
CEO, Glenn Orsmond, were installed.
Bachoo was one of the few on the exco who was asked
to stay. “They called me into a boardroom and asked
to share the IT strategy. They were blown away, and
said that was exactly what they were looking for,” he
remembers. There was a plan to get the airline flying
again by the end of the year, which as it turns out, has
come to pass.
Speaking in April, he says it’s been a challenging
role and that aviation is a tough business, and ‘isn’t a
walk in the park like your banks and big insurers’.
How then has he gone about crafting the airline’s
cloud strategy?
Bachoo chose the Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
for Comair, which he says has the most competitive

pricing in the country, or at least compared to the other
hyperscalers. There were of course other considerations,
including what he terms are its excellent options for IaaS,
SaaS and PaaS designs. He was also impressed by its
multitenancy options, and that each customer has a single
instance of the applications, and their own database. He also
says the platform does an admirable job of hiding technical
complexity, and has outstanding security.
On the other hand, Google has unfortunately no immediate
plans to build a local data centre, and this leads to a more
complex network design.

The great migration
Bachoo and his team migrated the company’s test and dev
environments to the cloud in March, which were followed by
DR and business continuity.
Its booking platform – it uses one called Sabre – is also
poised to move to GCP. He explains that a component of the
platform is hosted by the client, and a component is hosted by
the vendor. The data is captured in the local country and then
diverted to Europe where the booking happens.
Its flight navigation system – the software that’s used to
navigate the aircraft – is on-prem at Teraco.
He says there are still one or two applications that are not
ready to move to cloud quite yet, such as its HR system.
“We’re on route to become a fully cloud-centric company.
Even our mobile app that’s about to be launched, is fully
hosted on GCP.”

Regardless of which cloud you go with, if you don’t have
the right people and processes, you’re just going to lift your
spaghetti from your datacentre to the cloud.
Avsharn Bachoo, Comair
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Comair is using the Google’s datacentre in London, and its
backup is in Belgium.
What has been his experience of multicloud?
“From a practical perspective, multicloud is a bit theoretical.
The cloud vendors claim that you can seamlessly move across
clouds, but it’s a fallacy. If you speak to an experienced CIO,
they’ll say this for two reasons: the hyperscalers will lock you
into a ‘commit’, and you have to meet certain volumes to
get the benefits of competitive pricing. If you don’t meet the
commit, your business case for being in the cloud doesn’t work
out. The commit is a double-edged sword. It’s very important
to get your right commits negotiated up front, and most CIOs
can’t get out of it, because of the way the contract is formulated.
It’s a pay-as-a-go model. With a cellphone contract, if you’re
out of bundle, you pay an enormous rate for a call, but if you’re
in bundle, you pay a few cents. The cloud works in the exactly
the same way, so it’s nearly impossible to seamlessly move from
cloud to cloud. If you’re moving, for whatever reason, then
you’re not meeting the minimum numbers.”
What would you say companies need to have in place before
they move to cloud, and what things do they need to consider?
“It takes quite a bit of guts to kick off this transformation of a
cloud journey. If something is working, why fix it? It also takes
a certain kind of person who wants to do things differently, and
push the boundaries and the concept of disruption.”
He says it’s a key consideration to have an architecture plan
in place.
“Without a clear target state architecture, it’s very similar to
building a house; you have to have the blueprint.”
A plan will also assist with the sequencing of applications
that will be moved to the target state.
“The benefits are there: you really do get a seamless spin
up and spin down if you do it in the right way. You have to be
able to get back to basics, and you have to rely on well trusted
architectural patterns which are proven solutions.
“Don’t try and reinvent the wheel. Take existing patterns,
even if it’s a pattern from a datacentre, and then apply that
pattern to the cloud.”

Gently does it
He says it also helps to follow a modular approach; and ‘never go
big bang’.
He also says it’s important to understand the different cloud
models of IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS.
“If you’re lifting from a datacentre, don’t follow a PaaS or
SaaS model because they are services. Do a lift and shift into
IaaS, which is a hosted service, and then you can start moving
applications from SaaS and PaaS. It’s those little things that
differentiate a successful implementation.”
He also says that a move to the cloud shouldn’t be for its
own sake, ‘but rather about what value you deliver to your
customers’.
“You have to look at cloud as a commodity. When you look
at compute and storage, AWS, Azure and GCP do pretty
much the same thing. You have to go back to your people
and processes. Regardless of which cloud you go with, if you

Avsharn Bachoo:
Comair

don’t have the right people and processes, you’re just
going to lift your spaghetti from your datacentre to the
cloud.”
What about a cloud outage?
“The way we’ve set our systems up, we have a proper
DR in place. I’ve ensured we had this in place before
we started the migration, so in the event that GCP
goes down in London, we’ve got the ability to switch to
Belgium, and pull from that DR cloud.”
He says there’s a higher probability that the network
– either the local WAN, or international cable –will
fail, rather than the cloud. At the time of writing,
Bachoo and his team were busy with this network
failover. This is an SD-WAN solution, and it’s using
Hymax, from EOH.
Bachoo says this is the second major cloud migration
he’s undertaken, the first being at PPS, and for which it
won a number of global awards in 2018.
“I’m using the same template, and I haven’t changed
the formula all that much.”
He says he’s been disappointed that that GCP did
not have a strategy for local data centre, in contrast to
Azure and AWS with their massive investments.
“But from a pricing perspective, GCP still overtakes
Microsoft and AWS. It’s a balancing act.”
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Hyperscale

Battle of the
hyperscalers
The hyperscale providers
are growing in South
Africa. But are they at
war yet?

Dean Maier,
Synthesis
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A

hyperscale cloud provider is the alpha
of the cloud world. Providers such as
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Microsoft Azure (Azure) are more than
deliverers of software, platform and
infrastructure services. They have built
presences that use their respective coding
language preferences, modules and utilities
that enable others to build what they need.
By James Francis
It would be more apt to call AWS, Azure
and co the new operating systems.
Supplied
It’s not a perfect comparison. Today’s
IT world provides much greater integration between
platforms, and it’s common for the market to promote
multicloud – using more than one public cloud
provider – as the preferred strategy.

Competition or multicloud?
Customers are divided on the issue. According to the
‘Cloud in Africa 2020’ report from World Wide Worx,
42% of organisations don’t plan to use multicloud services
in the foreseeable future. Is the perception of multicloud
adoption in the market larger than the reality?
“I would say this is true,” says Luke Hunt, SovTech’s
director of product advance. “This is also why you see
giant corporations and enterprises enter into contracts
with either Azure, AWS or GCP. You won’t really see
big banks, for example, having contracts with two or
more of these hyperscale cloud providers.”
The size of the company, as well as its appetite for
complexity, tend to determine if it’s interested in using
more than one public cloud platform, says Dean Maier,
cloud project practice lead at Synthesis: “Making use
of a single cloud provider does make life a lot easier.

From observation of the market, it’s fair to say that
startups and small to medium-sized businesses prefer
to leverage a single cloud provider. However, large
businesses and enterprises tend to adopt a multicloud
approach because of the sheer number of ongoing
initiatives, engineering capability and third-party
providers.”
In other words, there is plenty of room for
competition between hyperscale providers to be the
brand of choice for South African organisations.
Suppose one includes SaaS, market share shifts
towards Google, Microsoft and Salesforce. But with
platform (PaaS) and infrastructure (PaaS), Azure and
AWS are in the lead in South Africa, with Huawei,
Google and IBM following behind them. There is
also still space for more niche players, says Frans
Basson, chief of cloud platform solutions at BCX.
“Based on our experience, yes, we believe that there is
a marketplace for a few additional niche players. The
major hyperscalers are in many instances too rigid in
their service offering. Price and interoperability with
client-owned non-cloud solutions play an important
part in effectively managing the client landscape.”

Heating up the market
For now, though, the race is on to dominate the
local cloud scene. AWS and Azure, in particular,
are aggressively building partner ecosystems and
marketing themselves to companies. According to
Gartner, Amazon is the global market leader with 48%
dominance, followed by Microsoft (14%). South Africa
has become a key battleground for them and rival
providers, particularly as a staging post to expand into
the rest of the continent.
This looming battle is attracting attention. Huawei
was the first to launch local datacentres, followed by

You won’t really see big banks having contracts
with two or more of these hyperscale cloud providers.
Luke Hunt, SovTech
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The major hyperscalers are
in many instances too rigid in their
service offering.
Frans Basson, BCX

Microsoft and Amazon. Though they are actively
courting customer businesses, the nuts-and-bolts
nature of PaaS and IaaS (the two major areas where
most hyperscalers compete against each other) prompt
cloud providers to focus heavily on building and
empowering their partner ecosystems. The value
differences between providers are often nuanced and
best demonstrated by the frontline companies selling
those solutions.
“One difference is in the solutions that are offered
in the ecosystem allowing you to differentiate
how you run your workloads,” Maier says. “These
include services that allow for scalability, but, more
importantly, efficiency. Serverless technology, for
example, allows you to only pay for the compute time
of a request, meaning you might not need a virtual
server at all. “
The partner layer is essential to hyperscalers. A
customer company rarely has a specific preference
towards a cloud provider, particularly when they look
at infrastructure, and often expect the channel to make
them fit.
“We do have one or two clients that have asked for
a workload to be hosted on a specific platform,” says
Hunt. “When we have clients who say that they want
to have it on Azure or GCP, or not AWS, we then
tinker a little bit with our architecture and how we
would then deploy it on another service provider.”

The channel’s risk
The choice of hyperscalar can depend more on the
orchestration provider than the customer, particularly
channel companies that leverage hyperscalers to
build their own solutions. Customer companies care
more about elements such as security, service delivery,

control over their data, and getting the output they
expect. How all that happens is often a matter of the
cloud integration black box operated by their choice
of service provider, which, in turn, had selected a
hyperscaler platform to support.
That investment is significant for the orchestration
provider, as they will hire the skills and chase the
certifications and relationships that engage with their
hyperscaler partner. It also means that the worry about
lock-in is more with the provider than the customer.
Adds Hunt: “At the end of the day, customers just want
to make sure that they’re getting what they want. And
it’s up to us to manage those expectations and choose
the right tools that are going to get those outcomes. So
lock-in for our clients wouldn’t be much of a concern.”
Interestingly, it’s not the choice of hyperscaler that
threatens lock-in, but, rather, where you align your
business processes with a software service, warns
Maier. “This only speaks to running the workloads,
but not the business-as-usual processes you put in
place to support your workloads. Processes such as
cost reporting, automation and monitoring are usually
bespoke to a platform and cannot be transferred unless
you use a multicloud SaaS solution.”

Is there a hyperscaler battle?
There is no doubt that, given their focus on gaining
market share and establishing themselves across
Africa, the hyperscalers are locked in a battle. This
is evident in how Huawei, Microsoft, and Amazon
launched local datacentres in quick succession.
It’s only going to heat up more. In a note written
for the IDC’s `South Africa Public Cloud Market
2019 Analysis report’, senior research analyst Mervin
Miemoukanda notes: “Given that the Covid-19
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SA’s big hyperscalers
Several large hyperscale providers have both offices and datacentre presences
in South Africa. But they are not all the same. Here are profiles of the more
prominent players currently in the market.

Amazon AWS

Microsoft Azure

AWS established itself very early
in South Africa, arriving in
2004 with no fanfare. Instead,
it kept its presence pretty quiet,
focusing more on a development
centre that created resources to
serve its other regions. In 2018,
Amazon formally announced
plans to create an Africa region,
centred on Cape Town, which
it launched in early 2020,
including local datacentres.
AWS primarily competes
in the infrastructure and
platforms services markets and
differentiates itself by delivering
a broad church of developer
tools for others to build cloud
services.

Microsoft was a late arrival to
the hyperscale market, entering
well after AWS and Google.
But it could leverage its deep
roots as the preferred choice
for enterprises to get a toehold
and eventually take the second
spot in the global market. Its
Azure hyperscale services
do so well because Microsoft
focuses aggressively on
emerging markets such as South
Africa. It essentially started
the country’s public cloud era
when it announced plans to
bring Azure datacentres here,
fulfilling that promise in 2019.
Azure plays in infrastructure,
platform and software markets.
Its software stack, generally
called Office365, dominates
the software services market
alongside Salesforce.

pandemic has prompted an increase in the use of
public cloud services, the next five years will be pivotal
for public cloud service providers and customers alike.
Public cloud services like IaaS and PaaS are becoming
convenient and cost-effective delivery platforms
for managed services providers and ISVs. These
businesses are becoming very significant consumers of
services in each cloud ecosystem.”
It’s a convoluted market to unpick. The various
providers can be very different (see sidebar: SA’s big
hyperscalers), and how they represent themselves
depends on their partners’ representations to
customers. Says Basson: “AWS has a very targeted
play, with a closed support model. Azure is a much
more open, partner-enabled model – both platforms
serve distinct needs.”
South Africa’s hyperscale players aren’t firing shots
in public. Instead, their battle seems to be a proxy war,

Google Cloud
Platform
Google languished on its early
start, allowing Amazon and
Microsoft to sail past and take
more market share. Since then,
the Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) has been catching up to
a distant third position in the
global market, and it’s gained
a leading reputation in areas
such as containers and AI. It’s
also been building a partner
base. But with no local GCP
datacentres and no plans to
launch any, the lack of focus
on South Africa means it’s not
attracting the same mindshare
as AWS or Azure.

Huawei Cloud
Huawei has taken a very
aggressive stance on entering
developing markets. Like
Microsoft, it could see that
taking AWS head-on in
established regions is not
enough, not to mention some
geopolitical limits the Huawei
brand currently faces. Huawei
beat both Microsoft and AWS
in launching local datacentres.
Huawei Cloud places a lot of
focus on infrastructure and
hosting workloads, and it’s
recognised for a strong pedigree
around IoT products and
services.

fought through the channel. This makes sense for two
reasons. First, the different platforms have done well
to individualise themselves through their different
products and services, so it’s difficult for the market to
make like-for-like comparisons. And second – a little
contrary to the first point – at this stage, all the big
providers can meet much of the market’s needs through
virtual machines and containerisation (wrapping a
workload or application in an agnostic management
module).
As the market matures, building its grasp of
cloud-native features and multicloud strategies, the
picture could change. But it would seem that the real
difference will happen among the frontline channel
companies representing the hyperscalers, marketing
their cloud vendors and using those cloud services to
build their solutions. They make the tough decisions
for customers on which hyperscale horse to back.
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Get ready for the
Power of Two
with Synthesis
Amazon Connect and Salesforce Service
Cloud Voice have created a bundled
offering that combines the power of the
Amazon contact centre with the globe’s
leading CRM system.
Naseem Ahmed,
Cloud Enablement Practice
Lead, Synthesis

A

rguably, the news that AWS and Salesforce will
offer the ability to integrate Amazon Connect
and Salesforce using pre-built integrations is
one of the biggest cloud stories thus far. According to
Naseem Ahmed, Cloud Enablement Practice Lead at
Synthesis, both Amazon and Salesforce are industry
leaders, and bringing them together creates enormous
value for customers.
“Amazon pioneered the whole internet commerce
phenomenon, and one of the key reasons for its
success has been its powerful contact centre
capability. What’s less known is that nobody was
offering what it needed so it developed the technology
itself,” Ahmed says. “Amazon’s renowned and highly
successful contact centre capability is now available as
a cloud service, thus allowing any company to set up

This is the power of the cloud:
you can access in minutes what it took
years to perfect—with no infrastructure
costs or long-term commitment.
Naseem Ahmed

an Amazon-like contact centre within a breathtakingly
short time—40 minutes is not out of the question.
In addition, the service can be scaled to align with
customer demand as needed.
“This is the power of the cloud: you can access
in minutes what it took years to perfect—with no
infrastructure costs or long-term commitment.”
Amazon Connect offers per-second billing, so clients
only pay for the time an agent is on a call, making it very
cost-effective. It is remarkably light on bandwidth, so a
100K line is quite sufficient—an employee with a laptop
and headphones can be up and running virtually at
the click of a button, and the number of agents can be
scaled up and down as business requirements dictate.
Ahmed says Amazon Connect is much more than
an excellent contact centre technology. Its powerful
back-end offers metrics on calls and agents, as well
as call recording. Lex, the programme that powers
Amazon’s virtual assistant Alexa, makes it easy to
obtain assistance using natural speech.
Amazon Connect leverages the powerful artificial
intelligence available in Amazon Web Services to provide
automatic routing across all channels (voice, chat, SMS,
instant messaging and other social media), and real-time
sentiment analysis of calls so that supervisors can be
automatically connected to the call when appropriate.

Synthesis is offering a limited amount of Free Cloud (Well-Architected)
Reviews valued at $5 000 to prepare you for Amazon Connect. This review will
ensure your current infrastructure meets best standards, so your foundation is built to
support every level of your cloud journey and is ready for AWS.

Contact us at insights@synthesis.co.za
to book your review. Spaces are reserved on
a first-come, first-serve basis.

“Other Amazon Web Services can be automatically
added to the call as the business needs them, again on
a pay-per-use basis,” Ahmed says.

Jonathan Jacobs,
Solutionist, Synthesis

Now add the power of Salesforce
Amazon Connect’s powerful contact centre-as-aservice offering is complemented by Salesforce
Service Cloud Voice. This new offering bundles the
two to provide access to your client and other data,
meaning that all the Amazon Connect functionality is
automatically personalised.
“Salesforce Service Cloud Voice provides that extra
layer of information coupled with CRM intelligence to
allow agents to become more productive and provide
a better experience for customers,” says Jonathan
Jacobs, Solutionist at Synthesis. “Together, they create
a truly powerful capability with the potential to make
your business more competitive.”
Salesforce incorporates a host of features that have
made it a CRM leader. Examples include predictive
customer calling and intelligent case routing. It’s totally
omnichannel as well.
With Salesforce, all customer information is kept in
one data store, making that elusive integrated view of
the customer possible. For example, when calls from
existing customers come in, the agent can immediately
see not only their personal details, but also a history of
previous or current interactions.
Another great feature is Salesforce Einstein, which
uses powerful data analytics and artificial intelligence
to provide the agent with real-time suggestions for next
actions, including cross-selling opportunities.
Ultimately, the integration provides contact centre
agents a complete set of tools to deliver an enhanced,
personalised customer service. Businesses who use
the combined offering will have a competitive edge
through improved customer experience, easy crossselling and insights into what customers really want.
“Taking advantage of this bundled option will provide
South African businesses with a massive advantage
as they gear up to compete with global players in an
increasingly digital business environment,” Jacobs
says. “Smart companies around the world are already
benefitting from this new offering, and we need to be
ready for it when it becomes available here.”

Laying the foundations
Jacobs says that preparations to take advantage of
this new offering from AWS and Salesforce need to
begin early.

“If you want to build something that is long-lasting
and effective, you need to put the foundations in
place,” Ahmed adds. “Getting your current environment
ready for the shift to Salesforce is not something that
happens overnight, and needs to be carefully scoped
and implemented. That’s where Synthesis comes in—
as our name suggests, we are a unique blend of skills,
particularly AWS and Salesforce, and these skills and
our experience make us the ideal partner.”
Synthesis has been in business for 24 years and
was one of the pioneers of AWS in South Africa and
the Middle East. It was one of the first AWS Advanced
Consulting partners in the region, has more than 180 AWS
certifications, and was one of the first partners to achieve
the AWS Financial Services and DevOps competencies.
In addition, Synthesis has SaaS and AWS Microsoft
Workload Competencies. It also recently achieved the
AWS Security Competency.
Synthesis also has in-depth Salesforce expertise
and was asked by Salesforce to become a Salesforce
partner owing to its cloud expertise. It offers Salesforce
licences so customers can set up Salesforce in the
most cost-effective way.
“AWS and Salesforce joining forces creates a
compelling opportunity for forward-looking companies
to take advantage of something completely new,
with the potential for changing how they interact with
customers,” Ahmed concludes.
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Colocation

Stephane
Duproz, Africa
Data Centres

Africa’s colocation
boom gains momentum
speci a l r eport
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Early investments in colocation
datacenters are paying off as organisations
flock to shared infrastructure and cloud.

A

frica’s colocation boom is just getting started,
say stakeholders, which is great news for
the continent and for those that invested in
colocation datacentres early.
According to Data Centre Map website,
there are now 79 colocation datacentres across
14 countries in Africa – and 25 of those are
in South Africa, with 11 in Nigeria and 10 in
Mauritius. Xalam Analytics describes Africa
as ‘one of the fastest growing colo markets in
By Tracy Burrows
the world’, with investment valued at $2 billion
Supplied
in 2020 and expected to reach $5 billion by 2026,
growing at a CAGR of 15%. Stakeholders expect to see Kenya,
Nigeria and South Africa emerging as key Sub-Saharan African
hubs, helping drive digital transformation for organisations across
their regions.
There is no doubt that it is boom time for datacentre
development across Africa, says Stephane Duproz, CEO of Africa
Data Centres, part of the Liquid Telecom Group and Africa’s
largest network of interconnected, carrier- and cloud-neutral
datacentre facilities. “It should have happened earlier, and the only
question is, why has it taken so long?” he asks. Africa has around
15% of the world’s population and only 1% of datacentre capacity,
so there is surging demand and huge room for growth, he says.
Africa Data Centres says the surge in investment in recent years
is just the beginning, as enterprises and even small and mid-sized
companies seek to digitally transform and innovate on the cloud.

A significant number of enterprises
in Africa were ready to go to the next step
in their digital transformation and the
cloud is enabling that.
Stephane Duproz, Africa Data Centres
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Cloud Adv

Colocation

With nine datacentres in six countries,
Africa Data Centres plans to build a
further 10 datacentres over the next few
years. One of these will be a 10MW
datacentre in Lagos, which Duproz
believes will become a key hub for the
West African region.
He says: “It’s booming now because
the international cloud providers have
had success in Africa, and engaged with
datacentre suppliers of trust.”
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Barry Kemp,
Vox Telecom

Cloud-ready
Being housed under the same roof as
hyperscaler customers makes a significant
difference in terms of latency, and enterprise customers
across Africa are cognisant of this, he says.
“Another reason for this growing success is that
an important portion of large enterprises were
cloud-ready and keen to see it happen. Cloud gives
the enterprise two main things: more flexibility
and sometimes cost-reductions, but, importantly,
that additional flexibility also enables new features,
projects and innovations that were not easy before
the cloud. Prior to that, you had to invest heavily in
infrastructure. A significant number of enterprises in
Africa were ready to go to the next step in their digital
transformation and the cloud is enabling that.”
Barry Kemp, head of IaaS at Vox Telecom, says
early investments in colocation datacentres are paying
off as organisations flock to shared infrastructure and
cloud. “The boom has been building momentum for
the past 18 months, but a lot of the recent uptake in
South Africa has been due to the Covid-19 pandemic,”
he says. “Companies were moving staff home and
closing their offices, and contemplating where to put
their servers – into colo or cloud. If you’ve just bought
new hardware, colo really makes sense.”
Kemp says growth is also being spurred by power
issues. “When companies are putting their servers
into colo, they don’t have to worry about UPS and
generators – they’re making it someone else’s problem.”
He says the arrival in-country of hyperscalers using
existing colocation facilities is also ‘causing growth

at a rate of knots’. He believes that being driven
to colocation by the events of 2020 has changed
traditional mindsets, paving the way to the cloud for
many organisations: “Some organisations have had
concerns about shared infrastructure models, with oldschool IT resistant to virtualisation and reluctant to
share infrastructure with other customers. In the past,
there have also been some concerns around security.
But now that organisations have been forced to make a
move, I believe we can expect more of a move to cloud
providers in future.”

When companies are putting
their servers into colo, they don’t have
to worry about UPS and generators
– they’re making it someone else’s
problem.
Barry Kemp, Vox Telecom
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Pandemic

‘Every
day was
like Black
Friday’

Riaan Hanekom,
Ozow

Thriving during the coronavirus
pandemic, thanks to cloud.

W

hen Ozow, a real-time,
automated EFT payment system,
launched its business, many
South Africans were simply not
shopping online. “Why? Because
they didn’t have a credit card,
didn’t have a card that worked
online, or were just scared of
using cards online because of
fraud,” says Mitchan Adams,
Ozow’s co-founder and head
By Tiana Cline
of R&D. “Back then, we had
physical servers in a server room.
Supplied
We ordered some blade servers
from the UK and paid a couple of million.”
But with Black Friday, Ozow saw that its business
wouldn’t simply quadruple, it could reach more than
10 times the amount of business on a single day. And as
local retailers started spreading out their Black Friday
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specials, Ozow realised that if it didn’t upgrade its servers in time
for 2019’s Black Friday, it would be in trouble.
“We looked at all our options: getting more servers in, plugging
them in, configuring them, seeing how long it would take, how
much it would cost to get more in from the UK,” continues Adams,
“because we had to pre-order them three months in advance, and
then go live. Would we make it in time for Black Friday? It was at
that point we considered cloud.”
While Ozow first found the nitty gritty detail of choosing a cloud
partner confusing, Amazon Web Services (AWS) reached out to the
company, helping to ‘lift and shift’ its current infrastructure online.
“And then we went through Black Friday. Now Black Friday,
prior to AWS, meant everybody had to come in on the Thursday
before. There are so many last-minute preparations and everyone is
sweating. From midnight, that server just starts hitting the red zone
and we’re in the background, putting out fires, spinning up new
instances of virtual machines…there’s a whole bunch of stuff going
on,” he says. “Yet that year, 2019, was the most boring Black Friday
we ever had. We just sat there and the virtual Amazon servers in the
cloud handled everything.”
Four months later, Ozow’s servers were ready for anything,
even another Black Friday, and then Covid-19 hit: “It was like
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Black Friday every day!” says Adams. Being
in the cloud helped Ozow to autoscale as
well as implement AWS’ Well-Architected
Framework.

Digital payments
“It makes your environment – the way
that architecture is laid out – a lot more
streamlined, a lot quicker and a lot cheaper
to run by the second. More and more
merchants were going online, but our system
was amazing, it was just flying.”
With the pandemic in full swing, one
of the biggest areas Ozow moved into
was collection agencies. Lockdown meant
retailers couldn’t get people to come in-store
and pay their accounts. There were also
massive EFT issues, with people using the
wrong references. “Payments would happen
throughout the month, not just at the end of
the month. The end of the month was crazy
because that’s when everybody got paid and
everybody tried to pay; luckily, our auto
scaling was in place,” adds Adams.
“When the Covid-19 lockdown hit
South Africa, we saw the impact through
our merchants. Because we are payment
providers, we directly see what kind of income
they actually get,” adds Riaan Hanekom,
Ozow’s chief technology officer. “Because a
lot of our retail customers didn’t get that foot
traffic into their stores anymore, the only
thing they had left was digital payments.”
In 2019, Ozow did 50% of all online
EFTs in South Africa and 90% of the online
transactions (done specifically through EFT)
went through Ozow.
“We were very proud of those numbers and
what we processed. In 2020, we doubled that
within the first month. By October, we had
already doubled what we did in 2019 – you
can just imagine the amount of transactions
that were coming through,” says Adams.
The pandemic also allowed Ozow to fasttrack some digital projects in the pipeline,
one being an app that focussed on informal
merchants and consumers. Launched in
September 2020, Ozow’s app (called Ozapp)
used QR code technology, which allowed for
safer, simpler, cashless payments. Globally,
the pandemic also caused a surge in demand
for contactless payments, accelerating the
shift from digital being a nice-to-have to
becoming essential.
“It brings a whole lot more people into the
digital economy who weren’t there before,”
says Adams. “We created this product, but the

Picking the right pandemic cloud partner
While Ooba, an online home loan comparison and application service, started its cloud journey in
March 2019, a full year before the pandemic, it only completed migrating its on-premise HR system to
the cloud as lockdown began.
“As a business, we thought we were going to be in the doldrums. And we were very concerned about
the future,” says Linda Roos, head of human capital at Ooba. “We’d had to implement a new way of
working in our sales force. We introduced an online application process as part of our strategy to move
more to digital. We had an entire programme worked out for face-to-face intervention and suddenly
that wasn’t possible. We had to migrate everything online.”
While other companies were retrenching staff, Ooba found itself experiencing a recruitment boom.
Using Oracle Fusion Cloud Human Capital Management to support its staff (as well as recruit new
staff) became invaluable.
“When you can’t do face-to-face training or face-to-face induction, you’ve got to do it online. The
ability for people to access the data in different ways has been very empowering. It’s freed up the HR
team from doing mundane things,” adds Roos. “It’s amazing to see how quickly people adapted to
having to work in the virtual and self-service online space.”
Before Ooba began its digital transformation journey, it used an on-premise Oracle solution,
something Ooba’s chief strategy officer, Dominique d’Hotman, is grateful for. What the company has
learnt is that choosing the right cloud implementation partner - someone genuinely interested in and
invested in your company’s vision and strategy - should not be taken for granted. Even though Ooba is
a relatively small business, it was able to operate above its weight during the pandemic.
For other companies looking to migrate to the cloud post-pandemic, Ooba’s head of strategic
business enablement, Etienne Minnie, advises that keeping the business healthy and running
should come first: “When you migrate, don’t try to change the world immediately. Try to recreate,
as efficiently as you can, what you have, so change is limited,” says Minnie. “A lot of people
will probably take the opportunity of moving to the cloud to change, but I really feel that in the
beginning, you should take what you have and recreate it in the cloud first. After that, do changes
and improvements, go after low-hanging fruit, but, ultimately, we did not try to redesign the world in
our cloud journey.”

one issue that came up in the informal market
was airtime. Ozapp runs off a web page that
needs to be accessed over the internet.”
Ozow found itself on a massive journey
trying to reverse-bill Ozapp. Becoming zerorated meant using a static IP address, but
because the company uses security protection
software, the IP address was never exposed
to protect the company from DDoS attacks.
“AWS assisted us with a service that
allowed us to have a single IP address, but still
gave us the DDoS protection. That enabled us
to go back to the networks and do the reversebilling so for everybody that accesses our
service, it’s completely free,” says Adams.

Fast track to digital

lot of people by giving our services away for
free to clients that were struggling during the
coronavirus pandemic…that also tells you
(about) the cost of AWS – how we can bear
that cost and give something away for free
and still make money shows how affordable
these cloud services are for the amount of
computing power we’re getting back.”
“The one good thing that came out of
the pandemic is that it fast-tracked many
businesses’ digital approaches. South Africa’s
has a heavy cash problem and we were
waiting for the time that digital payments
would actually see the light of day. Covid-19
accelerated that process for a lot of businesses
and I think we are quite lucky in that
regard,” says Hanekom.

Contactless comes at a cost, but being in the
cloud is what actually kept Ozow flying (and
hiring) during the pandemic: “The digital
payments industry as a whole has grown, our
competitors have grown. There are some
guys that didn’t make it. They’re probably
the ones that weren’t on the cloud yet and
didn’t make the shift fast enough,” he says.
“We’ve broken quite a few records for
ourselves, but we’ve also managed to help a
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SASE: Addressing
the shifting perimeter
SASE has been around for a couple of years, but it’s becoming
increasingly critical, as working from home is now a reality

B

usinesses across the board are
trying to address the challenge of
secure networking in the cloud.
Taking yesterday’s legacy approach
and applying its techniques to the
cloud simply cannot work. Step in
SASE, the secure access service
edge.
The concept of SASE
acknowledges that it is no longer
realistic or effective to build a
By Kirsten Doyle
secure perimeter to protect the
organisation’s critical data assets.
Supplied
The last year has seen workforces in
a mass exodus to working outside of the perimeter, and
even before that, the border line was blurred. Strategic
technology architecture decisions have shaken the idea
of the perimeter as cloud has shifted data off-premise,
and third-party partner relationships have increased
collaboration and sharing, rendering defensive walls
ineffective.
Even in the days before workforces moved outside
of the traditional perimeter, the applications they were
using every day had already migrated into the cloud,
so it’s impractical and expensive to force workflows
into a mostly redundant datacentre simply to carry
out security functions that everyone understands to
be too basic, ineffective, and lacking the context and
granularity a cloud environment needs.
The perimeter can no longer be easily defined,
and the way in which services are accessed has
fundamentally changed. SASE has emerged as a
framework to address this challenge, with a distributed
security architecture that more effectively meets the
challenges of today’s highly complex threat landscape.

Nasser Bostan, security sales and engineering, BT, Middle East
and Africa, says security thinking and leading practice has been
moving towards SASE for some time now to protect this new
perimeter. “SASE brings together connectivity and network security
into a single policy-driven service that provides consistent, centrallymanaged access and security from edge-to-edge. It covers the
myriad ways we now work, whether it’s remote offices, home working
or workers on the move.”

Cutting complexity
This latest evolution in security has also been identified by
industry analysts Gartner, which summarise it as ‘a new package
of technologies including SD-WAN, secure web gateway, cloud
access service broker (CASB), zero-trust network access (ZTNA) and
firewall-as-a-service (FWaaS) as core abilities, with the ability to
identify sensitive data or malware and decrypt content at line speed,
with continuous monitoring of sessions for risk and trust levels’.
By adding to SASE the elements of endpoint protection, identity
and threat management, the benefits really start to add up, adds
Bostan. SASE cuts complexity by consolidating the security stack
and reducing the number of security products that need to be
managed. In addition, it supports a zero-trust approach to the cloud
and underlying infrastructure, so the business knows that its session
is protected whether a user is on the corporate network or using
public cloud.
Moreover, he says as the business’ visibility increases, so does its
ability to see emerging threats, enabling it to incorporate robust
data protection across its network. “As an over-the-top architecture,
SASE should ideally blend cloud-based controls, brownfield controls
and end-point controls with advanced threat detection.”
By now, businesses are through the initial phase of setting up
remote working in response to the pandemic, and most people have
the equipment and access they need to do their jobs from home. In
many cases, though, their working experience is far from perfect
– it’s merely ‘good enough’. Organisations can get the control they
need, and boost the user experience for their employees by running
an SD-WAN solution over their home broadband services. In this
way, they gain total visibility, which can help them analyse and
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SASE
should be the
foundation on
which cloud
security is
built.
Carlo Bolzonello, McAfee

Nasser Bostan,
BT

troubleshoot user connectivity issues, just as they would
on the corporate network. Greater visibility also lets
them dig below the surface of the working day, so
they can offer support strategies and structure to their
remote workers. This information can be empowering
for employees, by helping individuals look critically at
their working day to identify what activities are eating
up their time.
Bostan stresses that it is critical to keep home
working secure, and cloud-based SASE can play a role
here, too. “It makes multifactor authentication easy and
available from anywhere with internet connectivity. It
can be as simple as using the fingerprint or passcode
access on a mobile device, meaning whenever
somebody wants to access the network or change your
details, they can’t, because they don’t have your mobile
that acts as your access key.”
  

Carlo
Bolzonello,
McAfee

Foundation for cloud

SASE as a framework should be the model that all
enterprises that are in the process of adopting cloud
capabilities, or are already fully cloud-capable, use,
says Carlo Bolzonello, South Africa country manager
for McAfee. “SASE should be the foundation on which
cloud security is built.”
At the core of this framework is CASB, which is now
accepted by the industry as a vital part of enterprise
security, which provides visibility and security controls
to customers cloud deployments, Bolzonello adds.
“With more customers deploying software-defined
wide-area networks to support the user base to be
more efficient and reduce costs, it is important that the
SD-WAN be integrated to their CASB deployment.

This provides deeper visibility to the network layer for
security teams, and allows for tools and controls to be
deployed to protect data and infrastructure, as well as
provide context to items of interest for investigation by
security teams.”
It’s important that customers change the way they
think about cloud-based security, says Bolzonello.
“Architecturally, cloud systems are very different to
traditional on-premise systems. While the tools used in
each environment may have the same names, they are
designed differently when ensuring cloud optimisation.
Therefore, the same way you manage on-premise tools
today differs from how cloud should be managed.”
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The cloud:
Just a
bunch of
vapour?
Dr Stanley
Mgobansimbi
Mpofu,
Wits University

Where is the customer’s voice in
the cloud discussion?

T

here’s no debate that cloud
computing has saved many
businesses in the turmoil of the
last year or so. These pages have
often reported on companies
and institutions that achieved
extraordinary things in the
initial weeks of lockdown thanks
to readily available, flexible
infrastructure and ‘as a service’
applications and networking.
By Adam Oxford
From APIs to microservices and
virtual machines, we can’t count
Karolina Komendera
the number of CIOs and heads of
department who have explained how their five-year
cloud digital transformation became a five-week one –
or in some cases, a five-day one.

But beyond the success stories, some of the old familiar challenges
of cloud remain. Smooth sales pitches from vendors and case studies
of heroic success are still not translating into on-the-ground ease-ofuse and transparency, often leaving customers feeling unheard and
their priorities ignored.
To help address this challenge, Brainstorm partnered with Huawei
Cloud to host a face-to-face – and socially distanced – conversation
over breakfast with a diverse range of South Africa’s top CIOs from
the public and private sector.

The pricing problem
Many firms have experienced the notorious ‘sticker shock’ of cloud
services over the last year, as monthly bills have arrived with a few
more zeros than originally planned for. Part of the issue, said Kevin
Wilson, CIO for construction and engineering at Stefanutti
Stocks, is that as cloud develops more capabilities, it inevitably gets
more complex to manage.
“We’re heading into the third wave of COVID-19,” Wilson said,
“and it feels like we’re also on the third wave of cloud adoption at the
same time. It’s happening rapidly, too. We’ve been in the cloud for
eight years now, and the billing models were a lot simpler back then.
But in that first wave, there was a lot of failure and disappointment
with the price. As the complexity of what we can do in the cloud has
increased, the billing starts to look like an old Microsoft licensing
model, when you needed an expert to come in and figure out what
you were paying for. What I’ve found is that cloud encompasses so
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Stone He,

Sylvia Bopape,

Huawei

much. AWS has 200 services all priced differently,
and part of the challenge is starting to understand
that model and that the cloud encompasses so much.
Where mistakes were made was that boards wanted a
cloud strategy and so bought services without planning
properly.”
Another lesson was that ancillary services are often
needed, but not included in initial quotes, Wilson
added. “It’s always three costs, not two. You need to
factor in costs for running, replicating and back-up,
but the focus is always on the first.
“We’re completely in the cloud now. Only some
dev happens locally, and we’ve had some issues – but
not financial ones. We’ve repeatedly been able to take
money out of the budget by going to cloud.”
Absa CIO Ebrahim Samodien said that
pricing gets more important once you’re ‘in the cloud’
rather than when making vendors choices, and that
on the surface, there’s not a lot of differentiation
in pricing between providers. “Then you get to a
point where as an organisation, you signed up for it
and are encouraging adoption, but you spin up and
don’t spin down,” he said. “You can be running dev
environments, Q&A, tests and production and as an
organisation, you have to come up with a model for
tagging services so that you can manage costs and
understand who is racking up what.
“There are two elements to the pricing, the
commercial sale going into it and putting together that
business case, and managing costs once you’re in.”

Babcock

organisation and think about ‘vendor managers’, who
have a risk responsibility and the responsibility for the
rands and cents. The infrastructure team, that used
to be on-prem, had to learn that you can’t just spin
something up and leave it forever.”
One of the biggest challenges, Hero added, was
managing multitenant environments. “That’s where
it becomes expensive, especially when you look at the
data ingress and egress costs, and the deep technical
differences between moving data from, for example,

Michael

Cloud transition

Langeveld,

“It’s about the governance aspect,” said Warren
Hero, global CIO at Webber Wentzel. “We
needed to rethink some of the roles within the

Huawei
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Huawei’s cloud highlights new business
models and skills development
While it’s clear that the cloud is the bedrock upon which a digital transformation strategy
is built, and as a concept, it represents the next level in digital capabilities, matching the
expectations customers have with the reality of what can be delivered can still be tricky.

P

ricing, workload management
and the support, enablement and
skills required are all issues that
are raised by customers.
At a recent Brainstorm cloud
roundtable, it was pointed out that
too often, companies seek to move to
the cloud because it is the next ‘big
thing’, rather than because it offers
them something worthwhile. Adopting
this approach can sometimes lead to
surprise costs.
For example, often the business
case behind the cloud only becomes
beneficial over the longer term, and so
is not realised immediately. The cost
business case often only becomes
apparent when the time arrives for an
organisation to refresh its on-premise
hardware stack.
Stone He, President Cloud Business
Group at Huawei Southern Africa,
suggests that Huawei believes in
building relationships with its partners
and customers so that all parties are
comfortable having the conversation
around what they should and shouldn’t
host in the cloud.
“In fact, we don’t look at our
customers solely as clients, but rather
as strategic partners. We work closely
with them to assist with the design
of their cloud architecture, to deliver
dedicated solutions and to recommend
the right cloud service for the right
commercial model,” he says.
“Our business model is one of
joint value creation, this translates to
empowering our partners and working
with customers to provide the best
cloud solution. We work with them to
analyse their costs on a monthly basis,
so we can assist them to optimise

twitter.com/4AfricaCloud

Stone He - President,
Huawei Cloud (Southern
Africa)

both their business efficiencies and
drive cost effectiveness. In this way,
by working so closely with them, we
ensure that they get the best out of
the cloud.”
Before the cloud, the historic vendor/
supplier model was one generally
designed to tie a company into doing
business with a single vendor. This was
done using long-term contracts, which
were further leveraged to sell more
products to them.
However, notes He, the cloud model
– or at least Huawei’s vision of it – is
one where the vendor has to prove the
value of the solution to the customer.
Only once they have seen the value do
they have to decide what they want to

linkedin.com/company/71293953

purchase.

The cost conversation
“In my view, you are either a customer
or a user. It is the latter that usually
encounters hidden costs. If you are a
Huawei customer, we look after you
and care about you, which means we
simply must be open to having the
cost conversation,” he says.
“At Huawei, we don’t have users,
only customers. Customer service is
key to how we differentiate ourselves
in the market. It is because we look
after our customers that we believe in
proving our use case to the customer
before we ask them to buy our
service.”

youtube.com/channel/
UC0fpZeLeMFQDIzfpeeSzxYw/videos

He adds that how Huawei
approaches this is to determine what
challenge the customer is trying to
solve. They then assist them in using
the cloud to resolve this, and only
after the challenge is overcome does
the company seek to initiate the
commercial conversation with the
customer.
“We quickly realised that in order to
provide greater opportunities to our
ecosystem, we must also provide free
cloud training to partners. This not
only brings more people into the value
chain, but helps to address the local
cloud skills shortage, while assisting
our partners to support their endcustomers.”

Driving change
He points out that Huawei believes
strongly in SA’s potential and
understands the need to skill up its
customers and, as a cloud provider,
the need to continue to support its
partners and make them stronger and
more skilled too. In this way, they will
be better placed to more successfully
service their end-customers.
“We are a leader in cloud
technology, but we also need to
share this technology with the right
institutions if we are to truly drive
change in the country. To this end, we
are seeking a long-term cloud licence
programme with local universities, so
they can begin training their students
in the skills that industry will soon
need,” he says.
To this end, suggests He, Huawei
has now launched an initiative
focusing on the gap between those
who matriculate and those would
obtain a university exemption.
“For the many who cannot get
into university, we are going to
provide cloud training, to get these
youngsters ready for the 4IR. We will
be working closely with our partners,
who will ultimately also play a role in
this, enabling the process to become
self-sustaining.”
The idea, he adds, is to encourage
the other cloud hyperscalers to begin
doing the same thing. In this way,

huaweicloudsa@huawei.com

Ebrahim Samodien - CIO
Enterprise Functions, ABSA

Sylvia Bopape – Chief
Information Officer, Africa
Babcock International Group

South Africa will quickly create and
develop a sustainable skills base.
“While our customers and their endcustomers are a priority, so too is our
approach to skills development. This
plays a significant role in our broader
4IR strategy. After all, remember that
Huawei is the company that provides

much of the technology for cellphones;
it provides switches for the networks,
and it even puts fibre in the ground.
This, along with its cloud services,
means Huawei is one of the bestpositioned organisations to help lead
the ongoing digital transformation of
the country,” he concludes.
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SQL in AWS to SWL in GCP. Individuals don’t
understand how the networking can drive cost.”
Over the course of a year and half, Hero said,
his team planned the cloud transition carefully,
going through every application and rationalising
resources down. By analysing everything in-depth,
he reckons cost savings have been between 15% and
40% on each application by clustering services and
development time.
“You have to think about your ecosystem and what
is compute-intensive and what is storage-intensive, and
optimise consumption around how they sit together.”
Even though Hero is confident of the cost savings,
it’s not the focus of conversations with the board.
“Cost wasn’t the business case,” he said. “The CEO
wants to know about velocity of delivery, and the value

Emily Wang,
Huawei
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received. You have to understand the reason cloud
changes the economics around IT.”
That’s unfortunately not the case in all firms, said
Sylvia Bopape, CIO of Babcock. The danger is
that although cloud budgets must be calculated over
the long term, and balanced against the reduction
in capital expenditure and logistics, monthly billing
can draw the CFO’s focus. “There’s a danger that if
the accountants can look at it and constantly need
justification, especially when there’s no assets being
purchased. You have to work with the bean counters
to help them understand in the same way they look at
expenses like electricity.”

The ERP conundrum
Stefanutti’s Wilson highlighted two issues that remain
problematic. “The pace at which you can get things
going in the cloud is tremendous. You can cut out
weeks and months of ordering and deploying hardware
for proof of concept work. But there’s still no single
management plane across multiple clouds,” he said.
“That’s still just a smokescreen. And not all apps scale
well in the cloud, and ERP vendors aren’t responding
to that. They’re demanding 64GB of RAM for an
application that we can see is only using 12GB and
two cores. But then at month-end, the machine needs
10 times more than its normal resources and I’m not
getting the promised flexibility because somewhere
between the developer and the cloud, there’s a
disconnect.”
“We had to get our playbooks right,” said Webber
Wentzel’s Hero. “The standard operating model for IT
was valuable, but didn’t work in the cloud. So now we
have DevSecOps teams and we’re obligating the ERP
provider to be part of that conversation.”
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Maybe the future is not about integration, though,
mused Wilson. “The problem is that at the moment,
I have three people I can point a finger at when there’s
a problem, and have to prove to them where the issue
is. We end up becoming the mechanic for a very
unstable stack of tech that we have running and we
want someone to take ownership of it, and, logically,
that’s the person writing the features.”
“Yes and no,” responded Absa’s Samodien. “Where
Software-as-a-Service makes sense is where the
product was born in and developed in the cloud.
When an ERP organisation tries to create its own
cloud, it’s never been wholly successful and ends in
a partnership with another cloud vendor. What we
did was slightly different. We invested in our own
people. We’ve just gone live with S4 Hana on AWS in
Kenya, and we designed the architecture ourselves.
We gained our skills over four years, without a big
difference in the cost.”
“But the difference is scale,” countered Wilson.
“Where you have a team of a couple of hundred
people, the cost difference between vendor services and
doing it yourself may not be there, but when you have
a small team with just a few people who already have
responsibilities, it can mean a four times difference.”

Where is the infrastructure?
One strong message that the room sent back to vendors
is that they need to play a more proactive role in
infrastructure development. Lack of connectivity outside
the large metros is preventing businesses and the public
sector from being able to take advantage of what the
cloud offers, and the pain is more pronounced than ever.
Thando Mubva, the deputy director for ICT
infrastructure at the Limpopo department for

Ebrahim
Samodien,
Absa

Cooperative Governance, Human Settlements
and Traditional Affairs (CoGHSTA), explained
just how critical the issue is.
“We are moving very slowly,” Mubva said. “As we
get into our next three-year licence renewal cycle, we
are looking at moving from on-prem to Office 365
and exchange online, but we haven’t done any cloud
as yet. What I have realised is that the infrastructure
is not ready, the internet lines in the province are just
not reliable. We started to do cloud backup, but it fails
because of the infrastructure. So we end up paying
money for nothing when it takes forever to connect.”
Wits University CIO Dr Stanley
Mgobansimbi Mpofu concurred. A year ago, he
said, the university undertook a campaign to get
mobile devices and laptops to students forced to study
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from home, but in many cases, poor connectivity
continued to hold students back.
The whole value chain needs to be involved in this
discussion, Mubva said, to much agreement. Webber
Wentzel’s Hero added that there’s a need to coordinate
the demand planning side for cloud services.
Huawei – itself an infrastructure provider – agreed
that there was need for coordination in the space.
“From a vendor’s point of view,” said Michael
Langeveld, vice-president for the Africa Cloud
Business at Huawei, “you either get a customer
or a user, and you get to choose. If I cared about my
customer, we’d be open to having that conversation.
Customers want to talk about the long game. So how
do we engage?”
Langeveld took the opportunity to highlight a
campaign underway by Huawei and its partners
around skills development, an essential part of the
infrastructure issue.
“The cloud thing is a massive opportunity for the
country, in the commercial and public sectors,” he
said. “And you don’t need a matric for this IT thing.
We aren’t telling our kids this.”
“We have been discussing this skills shortage,” said
Nash Pillay, of reseller VicIT. “It’s up to us as the
leaders to disempower it. There are huge gaps in social
development and unemployment. We need to bring
millions of people who do not have degrees into the
industry.”
The solution being developed is to introduce training
and development for those outside the main metros
who can apply their skills where they live. Absa’s Sbu
Shabangu, CIO of End-User Experience, gave an
example of his own success in this area, as he started an
IT helpdesk in Nelspruit early in his career.
“A place like Nelspruit has no job opportunities in
IT,” Shabangu said. “All the students go to Joburg.
But when a child leaves Nelspruit, it leaves a family
destitute, because the cost of living is too high to send
money home.”
Stefanuti’s Wilson also spoke about a project his team
has initiated. “Our gap is not at the top, we have great
architects and engineers. The problem is keeping the
network up. Those are the skills we are missing. We
need 80% of the population to have skills in networking.
We have too many of these guys drawing whiteboard
pictures, we don’t have enough people watching screens
and looking for when the red light comes on.”
Nina Bvekerwa, international HR leader at
Abbott Rapid Diagnostics, greeted the initiative with
enthusiasm, but pointed out the need for government to
get involved. “This is a great opportunity,” she said, “but
realistically, we don’t always have time for nice things.
If we could find a way to give the businesses that value
add, it would help. We did something similar in Ireland,
and there was a tax credit to incentivise people to do
that. It’s nice to do nice things, but it’s nicer to do nice
things that make money.”
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Why go multicloud?
Multicloud is
powerful but can be
confusing to define

Andrew Cruise,
Routed

W

e can trace the conceptual origins of the cloud as far
back as the 1960s. But it remained little more than that
until 2006, when Google’s then-CEO, Eric Schmidt,
used the trend while referring to the systems Google,
Facebook, Amazon, and many tech companies were
building. His definition was simple: data services and
architectures reside ‘elsewhere’ on servers and accessed
by client machines.
Today, the cloud is much more, providing a dizzying
By James Francis
array of services and platforms that can be incorporated
or juggled. It eventually gave rise to the multicloud, a
Supplied
strategy to use different elements from different cloud
providers together or against each other for the best price/performance
ratio. An evolution of the hybrid cloud (see sidebar What is Multicloud?),
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What is multicloud?
A rose by any other name is still a rose. But poets and playwrights
didn’t have to untangle the meaning of multicloud. At its broadest
definition, multicloud refers to using several public cloud
providers for different services.
Multicloud can include all three of the cloud service types:
Software-, Platform- and Infrastructure-as-a-Service. But there
is a difference between using multiple cloud services and using
multicloud, says Routed’s Andrew Cruise.
“What multicloud is not, is using Office365 and running
your website on AWS! What it is, is connecting privately
between your owned infrastructure, AWS/Azure/GCP and/
or other local cloud operators, initially to share data, but,
ultimately, to facilitate a seamless migration of applications

– either VM- or container-based – to the platform that is most
suitable for the application at the time.”
A hybrid cloud is when a company uses public cloud services
alongside its on-premise private cloud. A typical example is to
place workloads that are less sensitive or temporarily need large
amounts of compute power in the cloud, then move those back
as circumstances dictate. In this view, the public cloud is often
subordinate to the private cloud. Think of it as a trailer hitched to
a car.
Multicloud is more of a strategy that uses different elements
from different clouds to power systems. Think of it as multiple
parts to create a vehicle. It’s common for a hybrid cloud to form
part of a multicloud strategy.

What multicloud is not, is
using Office365 and running your
website on AWS.
Andrew Cruise, Routed

multicloud is easier to define than pin down in
practice.
“The truth is that no enterprise has their
infrastructure deployed in such a pure, elegant
fashion,” says Andrew Cruise, managing director at
Routed. “Corners are cut, easy options are taken, and
the archetypal hybrid or multicloud concept is watered
down – it is (politely) ‘pragmatic cloud’ or (impolitely)
‘dirty cloud’. Ultimately no one ever takes a pure route
– even pure public cloud doesn’t exist in the wild.”

Why go multicloud?
He suggests we just call it ‘cloud,’ which is sensible
considering that pigeonholing different cloud examples
is becoming harder to do. It’s better not to get hung up
on definitions and, instead, focus on the outcomes that
often require some multicloud staging.
“From an outside perspective, multicloud can
still be daunting to understand and work with,” says
Hardus Swanepoel, DotModus’ technical presales
architect. “However, what has come to pass is that each
hyperscaler has specific products and implementations
at which they excel. This allows a customer to have their
cake and eat it too, being able to choose between the
best services available and not being stuck in a specific
hyperscaler only, because of a single product offering.”

Multicloud emerges as a strategy as companies
digitally mature. The public cloud has become useful
when companies need resources outside of their internal
systems or start using public cloud services they don’t
have in-house, such as email hosting or extra storage.
Advanced practitioners tend to take things up a level,
such as using different providers to get the best prices
dynamically or to keep multiple copies of a workload or
data available for redundancy or testing purposes.
“A multicloud scenario is very much dependent on
the client use case. Many of the large corporate clients
are multicloud by exploration. They are still testing
the waters to determine which hyperscaler has the best
product offering for their needs,” Swanepoel adds.

Multicloud vs collaboration
Multicloud does not infer that different cloud providers
collaborate closely. Instead, it’s the outcome of a market
that incorporates integration and open standards, says
BCX’s chief of cloud platform solutions, Frans Basson:
“The play is not on cloud providers collaborating, but,
rather, on the inherent mechanisms that these cloud
platforms are built on, which allows for their respective
workload integration. The hypervisor is seen as a key
enabler in aiding collaboration through both APIs
and open standards. In a multicloud environment, the
orchestration play is of primal importance, ensuring
perceived ‘collaboration’.”
But, he adds, as innovations such as containers create
agnostic ways to move entire workloads and applications
(See sidebar: Multicloud use cases), this perceived
collaboration will thin out. The market is more about
differentiation than collaboration, says Cruise: “(Cloud
providers) prefer to offer unique services that are specific
to their platform, not only to attract, but also to retain
or tie in their customers. This makes collaboration very
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Is your company’s head
stuck in the cloud?
Technology today probably already includes the cloud,
but it’s not just about the cloud.

S

o says Jaap Scholten, Head: Group
Hybrid IT Strategy at Datacentrix.
What is needed is a Hybrid approach
for companies to unlock the real business
value of their data.

To cloud or noT To cloud?
“Many older-school businesses moved
their servers into the cloud after comparing
technologies on a like-for-like basis. Not
only are the costs associated with this
method prohibitive, but the underlying
technologies themselves are vastly
different. And so, companies in their droves
moved business-critical applications back
to on-premises datacentres. The bigger
issue here is that these cloud decisions
were made without a clear business
strategy in place. It was a case of moving
to the cloud for the sake of being in the
cloud, and then finding, at a great cost,
that it didn’t meet all the business’ needs,”
Scholten discloses.
Gartner Inc.’s 2021 cloud computing
forecast confirms this opinion, with the
organisation’s research vice president,
Sid Nag, stating that ‘initial lift-and-shift
approaches for applications such as complex
ERP systems failed to pay the dividends
businesses had hoped for. People in the past
… used the cloud as a parking lot for legacy
applications. They then realised the cost
numbers were not lining up.’

daTa is The boTTom line
Says Scholten: “A good cloud implementation
requires a strategic evaluation of the business
to better understand the business activities,
the role of IT, how connected you are with
your clients, the level of data analytics
applied, the business-forward view, and more.
This intelligence lies within your data – making
data a company’s biggest asset and the
essential focus point of a successful Hybrid IT
strategy.”
Data, however, no longer resides on
campus; but rather, it moves freely between

ahmed mahomed, CEO, Datacentrix

clouds, homes, satellite offices, coffee
shops and headquarters.

changing cio challenges
“The pain points of today’s CIO are
changing,” states Datacentrix CEO, Ahmed
Mahomed, “as data essentially lives
everywhere since companies have enabled
a remote workforce.”
A company’s network can no longer
comprise of point-to-point links, for
instance, and company firewalls are not
sufficient for data protection anymore.
“What is needed is a longer-term
strategy – typically three to five years –
strongly focusing on what technology is
going to do for the business, addressing
how you steer your IT to align with
business outcomes. This is a fundamental
shift, and one that must be based on a
broader hybrid model.

WhaT makes for a solid
hybrid iT sTraTegy?
“It’s a fact, companies that are able to
access their data quickly and safely from
anywhere off any device can conduct their
business faster and smarter,” comments
Mahomed. “This new way of working
necessitates a modern strategy.”

Jaap scholten, Head: Group Hybrid IT
Strategy, Datacentrix

Hybrid IT covers three fundamental pillars:
• Where your data lives;
• How your data is transported and
accessed; and
• How your data is secured.
“The Datacentrix Hybrid IT strategy is built
around these three data pillars and provides
a comprehensive, bottom-up approach that
assesses the ideal data centre environment
and applies modern building blocks to
construct a successful digitalisation roadmap,
from reliable connectivity and software-defined
networking, through pervasive security, to data
management solutions, and more.
“We have built a Hybrid IT environment
according to the best global practices, which
touches on every point of the cloud journey.
It incorporates an in-depth consultative
process, a mature service catalogue and
continuous management. Clients can
now enjoy optimum performance at the
lowest rand cost while delivering excellent
user experience with minimal resources.
The Hybrid IT offering combines the deep
knowledge and expertise of our people with
excellent technology partners.
“There’s no one-size-fits-all offering; this is a
story that will unfold individually for each client
and will allow organisations to unlock true
business value from their data,” he concludes.

For more information on Datacentrix’ Hybrid IT offering, email
elzette du Preez on edupreez@datacentrix.co.za
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Multicloud use cases

Multicloud is not a pure concept – it can materialise in different configurations and often cause a debate on
whether something qualifies as a multicloud strateg y or not.
Redundancy
Multicloud systems
are used to maintain
multiple versions of
databases, ensuring
they are available if
anything goes wrong
with any one instance.
This is not a backup
strategy, but an active
data source that sits
ready to be used.

Backups:
Hybrid cloud storage
has become a popular
way to create backups.
But it can become
costly, depending on
the data volumes and
required availability.
Some organisations
move data backups
between different
public cloud providers
to keep costs down
and ensure the best
performance for a
given situation.

Data on- and
offboarding
Moving data between
clouds can become
costly. Companies can
use a third cloud party
for data onboarding
and offboarding to get
around this, acting as
a cheaper migration
channel between two
clouds.

difficult and the end-user experience is typically very
different across cloud platforms. Where collaboration
is possible, it is through open APIs. But it is a lowest
common denominator outcome and only the most basic
and standard functions and services are easy to port
between platforms.”
There are some examples of collaboration in the
background, such as Google Anthos and Azure
DevOps, which provide some multicloud management
layers. But multicloud exists more as a characteristic
of how the cloud works and not because public cloud
providers feel communal.

One cloud to rule them all
We shouldn’t regard multicloud as a necessary evolution
or destination. It’s best seen as a way to describe the
different circumstances for companies as they grow into
the cloud era. Examples of pure-service cloud users or
exceptionally agile multicloud orchestration are rare.
Instead, companies tend to gravitate towards a central
fixture and then add from others as the need arises.
“This is very strongly driven by the company’s
internal tech culture,” says Swanepoel. “If you are a
strong MS shop, it might feel more comfortable moving
into Azure. On the other hand, if you like playing in
the open source space and having customisability to
do things the way you’d like, then Google might be a

Containers
Containers houses an
application and all
of its requirements
and can move to
any cloud capable
of supporting that
container technology.
It enables companies
to dynamically
move an application
onto different
infrastructure without
needing extensive
configuration changes.

Cheaper cloud
bursting
Cloud bursting is when
a workload uses extra
resources from a public
cloud. It’s a popular
hybrid cloud use case,
but can be expensive.
Multicloud offers
some more flexibility
and can make cloud
bursts much cheaper if
managed correctly.

Access to
emerging tech
APIs and
interconnectivity of
services is the stuff
of the cloud-native
world and arguably
multicloud’s greatest
strength. If a company
is developing or
enhancing an
application, they can
plug in services from
different clouds. The
rapid growth of AIpowered features such
as computer vision
stems directly from
companies using such
modules provided by
public cloud platforms.

better choice. Not sure on how the cloud actually works
and want most of the hard thinking and heavy lifting
done behind the scenes? Then perhaps you’ll be more
comfortable with the AWS deployment methods.”
In other words, multicloud and how you orchestrate
it means different things in different situations.
“The use of the alternate cloud platform could be
driven by inherent lock-in, cost or ease of use of a
service. All of these models have merit, and can easily
be built in a client solution,” says Basson.
With so many roads leading to multicloud, odds are
that if a company uses more than just cloud services,
it’s already edging into the multicloud world.

Multicloud’s challenges
Adopting multicloud comes with some challenges. According to World Wide
Worx’s `Cloud in 2020’ report, among companies using multicloud:
• 36% worry about consistently applying security policies across different
locations
• 32% have problems with adequate connectivity
• 29% struggle with optimising applications
• 19% don’t have enough visibility into an application’s health
• 15% are unable to determine the best cloud for cost-efficiency when scaling.
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Edge

Edge changes
everything
Centralise, decentralise, centralise again.

A

ccording to Forrester’s Predictions 2021, edge
computing has finally graduated from science
project to a solution that offers real value – value
that’s being driven by the evolutions in AI and
5G. Deloitte believes that the intelligent edge
offers the business improved efficiencies with
faster response time, improved automation and
greater network visibility.
“While the intelligent edge is a philosophy
By Tamsin Oxford
that seeks to solve problems to improve technical
Supplied
efficiency, at its core, it’s seeking to solve
systematic efficiency,” says Kyle Hauptfleisch,
MD at Basalt Technology. “This catch-all term is given to pushing
processing right to the front line, data analysis done as close to the
source as possible. This not only reduces latency and operational
costs, although the initial outlay is more significant, it also reduces
the risk of a breach.”
There’s hefty research by leading firms and analysts that points
to the myriad benefits of the intelligent edge, but the business
does have to consider how this influences cloud infrastructure and
architecture. The edge consists of operational technology edges,
Internet of Things (IoT) edges and IT edges, and each has its own

limitations, requirements and applications. As the
industry recognises the value of the technology, it
will continue to move towards more decentralised
compute environments, complementing existing cloud
infrastructure.
“The biggest impact is usually on the network,”
says Varsha Ramesar, managing executive of data
and analytics at iOCO. “As companies move their
applications closer to customers, latency becomes
more important. Cloud, in general, is built to support
low latencies, but when we start catching content
at the edge, the network has to support extremely
low latencies. Some service providers, like AWS,
have made provision for this in some areas, but at
the moment, there’s no AWS edge infrastructure in
Africa.”

Benefits of edge
This means that, arguably, an effective move to
the edge is dependent on where a company is based
geographically. This can be managed by using smaller
compute platforms outside a centralised environment
to reduce a datacentre footprint while not necessarily
affecting cloud costs. Organisations will also have to
deploy edge nodes and have cloud-native apps that
ensure that the edge is capable of delivering on its
promises, as well as on a serverless infrastructure. In
short, it’s one cost swapped for another. Organisations
will have to spend money to move to the edge and
this includes the development needed to ensure
that applications function properly, that the right
infrastructure is in place and that there’s investment
into data ecosystems that are designed to get the
benefits that the edge promises.
“The intelligent edge is all about data and analytics,
about getting the right information to do the right things
and make the right decisions,” says Ramesar. “Having
the infrastructure in place means nothing if the devices
at the edge aren’t informing the business in real-time.”
As with any new technology, the intelligent edge
is going to ask the business to fork out in order to get

Having all the infrastructure in place means
nothing if the devices at the edge aren’t informing the
business in real-time.
Varsha Ramesar, iOCO
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back. However, the benefits of this investment are not
vague hype and wishy-washy promises wrapped in
statistics. There are measurable and tangible results to
be found hanging on that edge.
Darren de Vries, SADC channel partner manager
at Seidor Africa, says: “A return on investment
in the intelligent edge can be realised sooner due
to the cost savings on reduced infrastructure and
datacentre requirements. The key feature of this edge
is its ability to analyse and act on data in real-time,
which translates into tangible business benefits such
as reduced network latency and improved speed and
productivity.”
There is relevance in this investment. After all, the
value of the data generated by all those connected
devices can only be found if it’s processed, analysed
and used properly. If this is done centrally, there are
delays. Ultimately, cloud is about providing OPEXpowered, consumption-driven solutions, but it isn’t
designed to hover expectantly on the edge. It’s still
useful and relevant, but the push to the edge allows for
valuable improvements to security, latency and realtime decision-making.

country manager for South Africa at Infinidat. “This
is enabling companies to reduce risk, contain storage
costs and meet governance and compliance mandates.”
The edge will ask you to address your cloud
infrastructure and revise your architecture. It will
ask you to sign on a few more dotted lines and to
revisit your datacentre, compute and connectivity.
But as Keith Matthews, country manager for South
Africa and sales director of Sub-Saharan Africa at
Orange Business Services says: “It allows businesses
to be more productive and remain cost-efficient.
It’s an imperative to which any company can
relate. How to do more with less is driving most
corporate strategies in fast-paced and competitive
environments. And the leaders of the pack are
turning that constraint into opportunity.”

Kyle
Hauptfleisch,
Basalt
Technology

Opportunity
The edge is currently proving its worth across
multiple sectors, but perhaps the most prominent is
manufacturing. Already this sector is leveraging the
capabilities of IoT to conduct predictive maintenance
and speed up operations leveraging speed of insight
to catch problems before they become expensive.
In healthcare, this is not as advanced, but already
the slow move of data to the edge is rapidly shifting
diagnostic possibilities.
“We’re seeing an increase in independent solutions
that work cohesively together to deliver highperformance, high-delivery data storage, together with
validated virtualisation design, along with security
information and event management (SIEM) for realtime security monitoring, threat detection, forensics,
and incident management,” says Hayden Sadler,
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Long
live the
desktop
The desktop has
died and come back
to life so often, it
puts the zombies
to shame.
Elaine Wang,
Rectron

T
By Tamsin Oxford
Supplied

he desktop is still the weighty beast
of a machine that sits beneath the
desk, humming and occasionally
shutting down unexpectedly, only
now it comes in multiple flavours
such as laptop, tablet, mini-PC, and
now cloud-based virtual platform.
Its death has been predicted more
times than fake news on Twitter,
and, today, it is once again hovering
on the edge of life as the cloud-based
virtual desktop shows immense
promise. So, what is this technology,
what does it offer the organisation

and the CIO, and will it finally shove that glowing box
of software in the bin?
“The virtual desktop introduces numerous benefits,
one of which being the shift of IT expenditure from
a capital expense to an operational one,” says Aadil
Aboobaker, co-founder of Linqit Solutions. “It can be
managed with fewer resources, runs on less energy,
and the business can centrally manage and protect the
infrastructure more securely.”
Thanks to its access from anywhere capabilities,
this technology has proven its worth during the remote
working explosion, and it adds extra benefits such as
scale, cost-efficiency and accessibility. Launched from
any device that suits the end-user, this virtual desktop
is available to anyone who has the right connectivity,
and the fact that it is entirely based online means that
the business need not fork out a fortune for a high-end
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Rooftop gardens -

landscape innovation
Rooftop gardens and green roofs have been around for many decades,
especially in highly populated urban areas such as cities and towns. Initially,
rooftop gardens were used mainly to provide insulation in cold northern
hemisphere climates. These days, with limited ‘green’ space, rooftops gardens
are used to reduce the heat island effect in cities, reduce stormwater run-off
and flash-floods, create small safe havens for insects and birds, and beautify
the environment. In essence, this is a creative and functional way of reducing
reliance on municipal water, saving water, and preventing pollution.
Rooftop gardens can be as simple as a few container plants artfully arranged
in an open space, or as complex as a fully waterproofed and vegetated roof
surface. In a rapidly growing urban environment with limited space, many
people are choosing to live in flats, apartments, and townhouses. A rooftop
garden or landscape is ideal for those living in homes without gardens.
They make use of unused or underused space and are great for plants and
veggies that require full sun. Veggies such as tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers,
peas and beans, tall corn and rambling squashes, carrots, radishes, beets,
kohlrabi, fennel, potatoes, and onions are ideal for rooftop food gardens
(but may require some protection from the wind in some areas). If you are
looking more at an aesthetic landscape, consider hardy, sun-loving, locally
endemic plants such as indigenous Highveld grasses, succulents or fynbos
(all appropriately hydrozoned).
Remember that there are a number of factors to consider when implementing
a rooftop garden or landscape:
• Make sure your structure/building/roof can support the load of a rooftop
garden (Engineering requirements will apply). Using lightweight planting
materials such as vermiculite, perlite, and sphagnum moss alleviates the
problem of weight, and absorb and hold water well.
• Rooftop environmental conditions such as full sun and strong wind
can be tough on plants. If necessary, provide shading for more delicate
plants, and buffers (for users and plants) to prevent excessively windy
conditions.
• Speak to an expert if you are interested in implementing a fully planted
green roof. You may need to consult with a structural engineer or architect
to conduct a structural analysis of your building.
• A simpler, more cost-effective solution is to use containers and raised
plant beds. Lightweight containers are ideal as they are portable, flexible
in use, and affordable. You can really get creative and can easily change
the design as required!
Rooftop gardens are environmentally-friendly, water–saving, creative,
innovative, space-saving solutions to a limit in garden and landscape space.
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Virtual

device that’s capable of carrying the usual weight of
software and bloat.
“Organisations have started to look for solutions
that scale their workforces due to the shift to remote
and hybrid work environments,” says Johannes Kanis,
cloud and enterprise business group lead at Microsoft
South Africa. “There are several benefits of Desktopas-a-Service, apart from enabling remote work, such
as the ability to scale up – going from one to thousands
of desktops within minutes. This scalability of cloud
enables organisations to create an agile workforce and
respond quickly to market dynamics.”
This market has the attention of some of the
world’s biggest brands. Microsoft launched Windows
Virtual Desktop (WVD) in September 2019; Amazon
WorkSpaces is the AWS Desktop-as-a-Service solution;
Citrix has Citrix Workspace, and VMware has
Horizon Cloud. Plus, there are plenty of other service
providers happily trotting out their inventive options
to the standard desktop, some of which are showing
immense promise in an increasingly crowded market.
However, before the CIO gallops out and lays the
budget on the cloud-based line, it’s worth asking
what the fine print says. In the Forrester report
‘The Future of VDI is Cloud’, the research firm says
these technologies have matured significantly over
the past few years and are now a solid solution for
those companies that have to manage ‘contingent
workforces, remote employees, disaster recovery, and
collaboration within virtual resources’.
“Prior to embarking on this journey, CIOs need
to ensure that their teams are adequately skilled
to manage their Azure infrastructure. As per any
technology infrastructure project, the project needs
to be scoped with realistic timelines, and adequate
testing to ensure a seamless experience for users,” says
Elaine Wang, cloud and software solutions director
at Rectron. It’s a view shared by Aboobaker, who
recommends that the CIO have a clear strategy for
mitigating risk and ensure that the chosen vendor
has data management, hiring, disaster recovery and
redundancy practices in place.
The virtual desktop, like its physical counterpart,
isn’t perfect. Yes, it’s access anywhere, but it’s also

Johannes Kanis.
Microsoft

entirely reliant on connectivity. If the network goes
down, so does productivity. It’s also secure and can be
tightly managed; a bonus in a dispersed workforce, but
it does mean there’s the risk of a single point of failure.
And, of course, while every user can use the same
image, these images multiply across applications, use
cases and settings, which can potentially add immense
weight to storage costs and infrastructure. The win
point lies in unpacking exactly how each solution works
within your unique environment.

There are several benefits
to Desktop-as-a-Service, apart
from enabling remote work, such
as the ability to scale up – going
from one to thousands of desktops
within minutes.
Johannes Kanis, Microsoft
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Cloud Costs

Cloud costs: Avoiding
nasty surprises
It can be tricky to forecast your cloud spend. You’ll need a guide.

O

rganisations that have already
made the move to cloud are
maturing in terms of control and
management of these resources.
But for those that fast-tracked their
cloud journey as a result of the
pandemic and the need to support
a mobile workforce, there could be
some cloud billing shocks in store.
Key cloud costing mistakes
include
over-provisioning, losing
By Tracy Burrows
control of cloud resources being
Supplied
procured by various departments
across the enterprise, and not maintaining visibility
and control, say stakeholders in the industry.
IBM technical sales leader Satish Babu says
governance is everything when controlling costs in
a hybrid environment. He says the biggest challenge
with cloud is that it’s consumed by many teams within
an enterprise environment.
“When the bill is consolidated and they haven’t
kept track of the consumption, they get a surprise.
If they’ve set up proper management and controls
around cloud usage, it’s a lot more contained. This
raises the conversation of governance versus flexibility.
Organisations want to allow their teams to innovate,
so they build and deploy the required digitisation

quickly for the enterprise, but trying to drive innovation in a
haphazard manner means when you count the cloud consumption, it
could come as a surprise. It’s necessary to achieve the right balance
between governance and control, and the flexibility you give your
teams to do things in the cloud.”
Babu says companies have to spend time planning the structure in
terms of the governance of multiple applications in the cloud, as well
as around multiple clouds.

Keeping track
”One of the tenets of cloud-native applications is ‘log everything’,
and clients are now following this with regards to managing their
cloud environments. Now they need to generate visibility from
logging everything, and they need to use the data they are logging
to generate value to them. They need visibility and automation
– when you are adopting cloud at scale, automation becomes
absolutely vital.”
Application Resource Monitoring (ARM) continuously assures
application performance, maintains compliance and minimises cost
by making the right application resource decisions at the right time,
he says.
“ARM is AI-driven, always on and actions to be taken can be
fully automated, ensuring we remove people from spending time on
laborious monitoring, thresholds and policy-setting.”
Babu emphasises that every workload is unique, requiring
different levels of resources and services. He says many organisations
need to focus on opportunities for savings, regardless of their
particular workload use case, the technology in their set-up or the
datacentres they deploy from. At every step of their cloud journey,

A rule of thumb is to provision 1.5 times what you expect to
use in the cloud daily, and monitor that to ensure you don’t get a bill
shock.
Claire Grobler, Digicloud Africa
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When
you’re adopting
cloud at scale,
automation
becomes absolutely
vital.
Satish Babu, IBM

businesses need to make sure they don’t overestimate
their consumption and provision and prevent asset
wastage, he says.

Building better tools
Claire Grobler, compete lead at Digicloud Africa,
says bill shock is often determined by an organisation’s
cloud maturity. “Some do incur expenses they didn’t
anticipate, but companies have become better at
building tools to monitor consumption,” she says.
She adds that knowing the cloud platform and
any benefits can help manage cloud spend. “Google,

Claire Grobler,
Digicloud Africa

for example, offers committed use discounts. So it’s
important to know what resources you expect to use,
and to see whether you qualify for discounts such as
these. Of course, if you didn’t calculate usage correctly
and don’t use what CPUs or Gigs or RAM you
purchased, it will cost you money,” she says.
“Google Cloud allows customers to set quotas
and alerts to pre-empt bill shock. They can also
automatically export their billing data into a bill
query, enabling them to check and analyse their
spend,”Grobler says.
Her advice to avoid overprovisioning while also
supporting innovation is to allocate only 50% more
resources than they think will be needed. “As people
set up new projects, a rule of thumb is to provision
1.5 times what you expect to use in the cloud daily,
and monitor that to ensure you don’t get a bill
shock,” she says.
“For smaller businesses and new businesses lacking
the skills to provision and monitor cloud consumption
and deep dive into the billing, it’s recommended that
you have a cloud partner to walk you through it.”
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Key partnership unlocks cloud
value for Africa
Any businessman will tell you that the
most effective ways to gain customers
are through lower prices, better
service or simple ease of use.

A

ll three of these are, in fact, reasons given
by Huawei for the recent growth in customer
numbers for its Huawei Cloud offering.
From a cost perspective, what sets Huawei apart
and enables it to achieve a pricing structure that
is around 15% to 25% more cost-effective than its
competitors, is its capability to produce chips for its
servers, storage, and computing.
This means customers do not have to stress
about having to buy each of these from different
providers and then fit it all together in a package
that works effectively, suggests Michael Langeveld,
Vice President Africa Cloud Business, at Huawei. It
is possible to obtain the highest performance from
Huawei’s offering because the technology is Huawei,
from start to finish.
“Moreover, Huawei’s end-to-end value proposition
means they offer even more – by providing mobile
devices in the consumer space, but also delivering
services in the carrier and network arenas. If we bundle
all of these with the cloud, we can bring additional
value in ways our partners and customers would never
have thought possible,” adds Michael Langeveld, Vice
President, Huawei Cloud Southern Africa.
“Recognising the cloud’s potential, Huawei SA has
made investments in the country, even at time when
competitors are slowing down in this space, due to
the recession. Throughout the lockdown, we invested
wisely and will soon open a second availability zone,
which will enable customers from South Africa and the
African continent to access even more cloud services.”
Another key differentiator is the company’s
partnership with Mustek, Huawei’s local distributor that
is so much more than just a procurement partner of
technology hardware. Mustek is vital as it has expert
knowledge of what to bring into the country, how much
of it is required and how to anticipate issues around
supply chain to predict potential stock shortages.

To find out more contact

huaweisales@mustek.co.za

Donna Mostert, Huawei Line
of Business Manager, Mustek

“Mustek has the logistics network enabling it
to move hardware from various global points of
origin and get it through to customers, making it an
essential component of the Huawei ecosystem.”
“The Mustek team always engages with customers
in order to understand exactly what issues they
are trying to solve via the cloud. We then embed
our own solutions architects with the customer to
assist – with costs covered by us – and the goal
is understood, Huawei makes its Cloud platform
available, again at its own cost, to prove that we can
solve the customer’s problem.”
Dimitri Tserpes, CTO at Mustek, explains that the
Huawei Cloud platform, delivered via Mustek, also
affords small and medium enterprises the opportunity
to compete head on with their much larger rivals.
This is because they are now able to deliver services
that the market is crying out for, at a much more
affordable price point, and are a lot more agile.

“The partnership with Mustek is also valuable as
the company assists with critical skills development,
delivered through an in-house training centre, on
an ongoing basis. Over and above this, the highly
skilled and certified team can mentor and assist with
projects, as well as assist with customers’ digital
transformation journeys,” continues Dimitri.
“While Huawei has developed the training course
ware, certification and syllabus, Mustek - through
the Mecer Inter-Ed training academy - serves as the
vehicle to impart this knowledge. The company also
offers customers live labs, where they can come to
test their solutions or try new concepts.”
As a partner, Mustek is also valuable to customers
as, by placing orders through them, end-users can pay
for their cloud services in local South African currency.
This helps to keep the cost of services stable, as there
is less of a currency fluctuation due to processes
implemented by Mustek to enable such transactions.
Looking at the potential the cloud offers the
continent of Africa, Donna Mostert, Huawei Line of
Business Manager at Mustek says that while radical
interventions are still required if these countries are
to achieve the ambitious global development goals,
technology will be a key part of such interventions.
“Doubling agricultural productivity, halving
road deaths, increasing water efficiency, doubling
the rate of improvement in energy, and halving
food waste, among others, seem impossible
without game-changing innovations and dramatic
improvements in efficiency.”
“Thus, unlocking the developmental potential
of cloud computing is key, but it will not happen
automatically. Four fundamentals must be in place
before cloud computing can really be harnessed to
help drive development.”
These four areas of focus include: skills
development; proper policies; safeguards to keep
data private and secure; and effective infrastructure.
“If African countries can get these fundamentals
right, cloud computing could become a powerful ally
in the push for sustainable development, if they can
navigate a range of complex issues, from data privacy
regulation to reliable electricity and bandwidth supply.”
“Huawei understands the importance of leveraging
technology to transform the continent through the
delivery of new services. To this end, the company
has created job opportunities through its local
investments, while also training and certifying
partners and customers. In this way, it ensures that
as the digital market grows, the skills base can keep
pace with it,” concludes Donna.

Michael Langeveld,
Vice President, Huawei
Cloud Southern Africa

Dimitri Tserpes, CTO
at Mustek
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Compliance

Compliance
risk a barrier
to cloud
adoption
Security in the cloud operating model
shouldn’t be an afterthought.

O

rganisations of every size and across every
industry have adopted cloud computing to some
extent. However, alongside this adoption comes
the need to ensure that the company’s cloud
security strategy is capable of protecting against
the slew of threats that go hand in hand with
cloud environments.
While cloud offers new opportunities to
modernise services and transform operations,
security and compliance risk remains the
By Kirsten Doyle
greatest barrier to cloud adoption, says Wandile
Supplied
Mcanyana, security lead for Accenture in
Africa. “Combined with the complexity of hybrid- and multicloud
environments and a shortage of skills, these concerns can be major
roadblock on a cloud-first journey. Delivering security in the cloud is
not a ‘lift and shift’ exercise. It takes clear strategic intent, a nimble
governance model, alignment – across the IT organisation and the
rest of the business – and implementation in line with enterprise
risk tolerance. Security leaders can help to deliver better business
outcomes and make a cloud-first journey be secure by design.”

There is also the matter of addressing the
complexity of secure configuration. “Cloud strategies
are evolving with a hybrid, multicloud approach in
many organisations. Asset and configuration controls
must be defined early and automated configuration
used to enable successful cloud migration that has
security baked in from the start.”
Then there is the challenge of finding and retaining
the right skills. “Automation helps with talent
shortages, but organisations need to be more creative
to ensure the right skills are in place. Cloud security
people are in short supply. In our research, 30% of
better-performing leaders provided training for more
than three-quarters of users when it was needed, versus
just 9% of non-leaders,” says Mcanyana.

Winds of change
The notion of consuming IT as a service is changing
the IT operating model in many organisations and
is demanding that skillsets, roles and responsibilities
evolve, says Lee Syse, senior cloud solutions architect,
Sub-Saharan Africa, VMware. “An example of
this would be that a network engineer’s primary
responsibility could change from traditional tasks like
racking, stacking, and configuring the core network, to
working more on application topology network designs.
They would also leverage the network tools being
offered as a service as the fabric they are operating
from would be managed by the cloud provider. The
fact of the matter is that even though IT is being
consumed differently and operating models are
changing, security principles such as ‘defence in depth’

Successful cloud migration
Mcanyana says Accenture research reveals several challenges, such
as weaknesses in security governance and compliance. “Security
and compliance risk is the greatest barrier to realising the benefits
of cloud, according to 65% of senior IT executives surveyed.
CISOs need to be able to communicate a transparent governance
risk framework, along with close monitoring and remediation of
anomalies to maintain compliance.”

Lee Syse,
VMware

Compliance
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Security and compliance
risk is the greatest barrier to
realising the benefits of cloud.
Wandile Mcanyana, Accenture

Wandile
Mcanyana,
Accenture

don’t change, but, rather, how you consume
security services does.
A defence in depth model is as a layered
defence mechanism with intentional
redundancies to help protect an organisation
from multiple attack vectors, which sounds
ideal for the cloud, says Syse.
He adds that security can be categorised
in four strategic principles: prevent, discover,
react, and remediate. The bottom line is that
these principles stay consistent when different
elements of the cloud, such as network,
infrastructure, host, endpoint security, and
data protection are being addressed.
If security remains the primary concern,
even after you’ve carefully navigated your
path to the cloud, then you need to roll back
into your strategic principles to define where
you may have gone wrong and where you can
better plug vulnerabilities, he adds.

Testing…testing
On the other hand, IT security audits
change when it comes to the consumption
of cloud. Traditional IT security audits are
an analysis of the IT organisation’s checks,
balances and controls that would typically
evaluate and test your systems and practices
to make sure that there is proper information
security and data integrity, say Syse. When
cloud computing is introduced into the mix,
the cloud infrastructure is not managed by
the end-customer, but, rather, by the cloud
services provider, and is delivered back to

the client as a service via the internet. In
this instance, security audits are the cloud
service providers’ responsibility, and they
are required to demonstrate compliance to
different security standards.
The responsibility does not end there.
Because cloud is a shared responsibility
model, the question is often asked: is security
the responsibility of the customers or a cloud
managed services partner?
In the end, the challenges of a cloud
migration are worth the risk when navigated
properly. In Africa, many organisations
are still more inclined to lean to a hybrid
model where they manage and run most of
their workloads in their own private cloud.
The reason for this is directly linked to cost,
security, workload mobility and their ability
to better manage their cloud alongside
their legacy environments. Control beats
convenience, says Syse.

Question time
Mcanyana says that to better protect newly
remote, cloud-based workforces, there are
five fundamental questions that organisations
should ask to determine their current level
of cyber resilience. Firstly, who is a potential
threat? Attackers who have tried to breach
the organisation before will most likely try
again. Also, remember that new threats are
constantly emerging, such as nation-states
attempting to exploit work-from-home
environments.

Next, he advises examining logical threat
vectors. Take account of the thousands of
Covid 19-related domain names that have
cropped up since January last year, creating
new opportunities to breach cybersecurity
defences. The impact of disinformation
is also something to be considered. “As
people seek information, threat actors
attempt to take advantage of confusion
and uncertainty to penetrate cyber
defences. Communicating first can help
disinformation lose its power.”
Businesses also need to establish where
their vulnerabilities are, and look at the
concrete steps that can be taken to boost
cybersecurity in the current environment.
Also recognise that budgets may be affected
almost immediately and plan accordingly.
Finally, ask how you can build a more
resilient business. Factor in any extra security
vulnerabilities and cultural support necessary
for remote working, the importance of digital
identity and authentication, and the data,
tools and techniques needed to mitigate new
challenges for enterprise monitoring.
Mcanyana says security operations centres
must also tap into tactical, operational and
strategic threat intelligence to pinpoint trends
and technologies that endanger business
continuity. Today’s trying times are presenting
security leaders with an opportunity to
reimagine their strategy and technologies
from the ground up. There are three major
challenges. “Organisations are rethinking
their culture, collaborative practices, and the
technology necessary to enable distributed
working environments at scale – but while some
changes are short-term, they must prepare to
outmanoeuvre uncertainty in the future.”
Bad actors, says Mcanyana, are taking
advantage as companies reconfigure their
vulnerable supply chains, try to offer more
digital experiences, and meet the needs and
demands of their remote workforces. “Lastly,
security leaders must adapt to service new
business priorities and evolve how they detect,
defend and recover from threats in the face of
unprecedented demands.”
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Software-defined refinement
The public sector has numerous hurdles to overcome in achieving service delivery
excellence, and SD-WAN simplifies many of them.

T

he challenge facing the public sector is
complexity. Legacy systems and platforms
impact on performance and service delivery.
Dynamic workloads and cloud-based applications
require absolute security, and seamless connectivity.
Storage, data sovereignty, data management, and
communication are reliant on creaking infrastructure
that’s costly to maintain, and expensive to replace.
For the public sector, moving into the digital era is
a challenge that requires careful management of
resources, budgets and approaches. According to
Mervyn Goliath, Managing Executive Data Networks at
BCX, the rapid digitalisation forced onto the sector by

For more information contact us at:

www.bcx.co.za

the pandemic is an opportunity to refine old models
of working to fully embrace innovation and improve
service delivery.

Intelligent approach

“The public sector should adopt a holistic approach
by reviewing its WAN architecture strategy with
today’s pain points in mind and by reviewing global
trends and establishing how these can support
digital transformation,” says Goliath . “This requires
a full analysis of physical locations, satellite offices,
available connectivity options, private and public
datacentre locations, and the existing cloud strategy.

The approach of SD-WAN delivers significant value, and has
proven applications already delivering this value globally.
This will allow for an intelligent approach to any
networking investment strategy, and unpack how SDWAN can fully benefit the sector.”
SD-WAN is still relatively new, but it has undergone
rapid maturation as vendors align with published
industry standards and evolve their solutions by paying
attention to what the market needs. The rapid drive
to SD-WAN adoption, largely thanks to the pandemic,
has pushed the market towards innovation and
development and resulted in the inclusion of features
such as integrated network security that add value
and relevance. These evolving feature sets, such as
zero-touch provisioning, flexible support for multiple
connections such as MPLS, broadband internet
and LTE/3G, and improved network visibility and
monitoring, ideally position SD-WAN in the sector.

Agile IT service delivery

“SD-WAN is far more flexible and agile, and it can be
adapted to suit multiple conditions very easily,” says
Goliath. “This makes provisioning it both cost-effective and
simple, which really makes a difference to a sector striving
for modernisation, but hampered by budgets. Investment
into the technology is also future-proof and sustainable,
with long-term benefits – this is not a technology that will
slip into the legacy category any time soon.”
The networking technology provides simplified
operations, agile IT service delivery across silos and
satellite locations, improved network visibility, and a
transformed end-user experience. In addition, it is
possible to reduce the sector’s total WAN cost thanks
to a lower dependency on traditional, and expensive,
WAN technologies. SD-WAN provides the sector with
the tools it needs to enable a modern, future-proof
WAN architecture that supports distributed applications
in multi-cloud environments and that supports a
geographically distributed workforce.
“Traditional WAN approaches are unable to offer the
efficiency and agility that are needed to drive modern
and scalable capabilities,” says Goliath. “It is a key enabler
for digital migration, because it enables secure and
efficient cloud-centred application consumption, and

it can be closely intertwined with network security
strategy, which is critical for the sector.”

Remaining relevant

SD-WAN comes with integrated security services that
can not only embed security at the foundation level
within the network, but cut costs as it reduces reliance
on additional, and separate network security products.
By deploying end-to-end SDN in addition to SD-WAN,
the sector can ensure that the benefits of application
performance SLA parameters and key security controls
such as user/application segmentation are maintained
from end to end within the network.
“The approach of SD-WAN delivers significant value,
and has proven applications already delivering this
value globally,” says Goliath. “It’s continuously evolving
with additional features, services and technologies
consistently being added to its repertoire. SD-WAN’s
evolution and development mean that it is capable
of consistently adding comprehensive network and
security features to its stable, and remaining relevant
for the sector in the future.”

Long-term relevance

Over the next year, SD-WAN is set to continue its
evolution, providing increasingly relevant features
to the market. For the public sector that’s shifting its
priorities and spend, particularly around the pandemic,
SD-WAN helps to minimise numerous short-term
pressures while ensuring long-term relevance. It allows
for the sector to cut costs while investing in futureproof capabilities that will not only transform network,
security and connectivity, but allow for more efficient
digital transformation and digitalisation.
“SD-WAN caters for numerous public sector
requirements by supporting the development of
richer connectivity capabilities, and ensuring highend security,” concludes Goliath. “BCX has extensive
experience implementing SD-WAN across different
markets and sectors, and we can provide the public
sector with the support it needs to embrace digital
transformation at scale.”
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Driving digital transformation
through cloud technologies

How is the public sector adopting
cloud services? Slowly, it appears.

T

he public sector is under pressure
to evolve, adapt and deliver citizen
services at speed. Yet it faces
numerous obstacles to long-term
success, many that fundamentally
limit the sector’s ability to fully
realise cloud potential and
capability. In an AWS roundtable
attended by CIOs, thought leaders
By Tamsin Oxford
and decision-makers from across
the South African public sector,
Karolina Komendera
experts unpacked the challenges
and opportunities that lie within cloud.
Can cloud really transform the South African
economy?
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Answering that question starts by uncovering the challenges that
limit its adoption, for it’s in knowing the problems that the sector can
start seeking solutions.
Peter Tshishonga, CIO of Digital and Customer Journeys
at Standard Bank, believes that limited access to skills forms
a barrier to digital adoption and innovation. The speed at which
we need to train for these skills is a challenge, he said, particularly
around digital and cloud skills development.
His view was echoed by Lindani Mthethwa, head: Solutions
Support and Incubation at the Centre for Public Service
Innovation (CPSI), who added that, while skills were essential
for the country as a whole, particularly in driving socioeconomic
development, it is equally important to coordinate, collaborate and
integrate the country’s ICT-related policies and approaches.
“We need to change our approaches and implementation to seriously
improve service delivery, particularly in government,” he said.

Cost-effective connectivity
Of course, no discussion about cloud would be complete without
dipping into the debate about connectivity. Fred de Bruyn,
Azure/AWS data engineer and data/solution architect at
Fluid Intelligence, highlighted the fact that the biggest stumbling
block to quality cloud integration was internet access, particularly in
rural areas.
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Tebogo Leshope, the chief operations officer
at Sentech, agreed, saying: “I’m glad that people
are raising the issues of connectivity. It’s a problem
that requires more detail and focus. Our view is that
affordability is affecting connectivity in South Africa.
If you look at other countries that have matured
in infrastructure and telecommunications, they’ve
evolved their connectivity offerings and costs.”

Cloud fears

Tebogo Leshope,
Sentech

As you blink, infrastructure
ages. It’s more affordable to rent it like
a utility and it provides you with the
elasticity and capacity you need.
Ian Lester, Beyond Wireless Technologies

“We need cost-effective connectivity,” he said.
This was supported by Nadeem Oozeer, a data
scientist at the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
who believes that one of the biggest challenges for
cloud adoption in the country is internet connectivity.
Connectivity – the cost, the limited reach, the range
and the limitations – was the biggest thorn in the
conversation’s side.
“Connectivity is often not recognised as the issue
it is,” said Emmanuel Kekana, director at
MEK Holdings. “It’s one of the biggest inhibitors of
innovation and adoption – just look at the limits it has
placed on telemedicine, for example. The moment you
step outside of the city, connectivity is a challenge.”
As Lufuno T Khorommbi, specialist data
privacy and cybersecurity governance (CSG)
at Orizur Consulting Enterprise, pointed out,
connectivity isn’t a small issue. It’s one that directly
affects the quality of access and economy for those
living and operating in rural communities. She said
that it’s impossible to talk about digital inclusion
without connecting everyone.

Another challenge raised by Mthoko Mncwabe,
CIO of the Airports Company of South Africa
(ACSA), is managing capex and opex, and translating
an existing heavy capex investment into an opex one,
without significantly affecting systems and capabilities.
For him, the flexibility of pricing from cloud service
providers is important as this could help the sector
evolve its investment around legacy platforms more
effectively. He also underscored the importance of
data sovereignty and data management – two boxes
that urgently need to be ticked by public sector
organisations.
“Certain cloud orchestration solutions don’t work
with others, or don’t integrate with one another, so the
business is forced to acquire multiple solutions,” he
said. “This introduces the issue of where the data sits
or where the datacentres sit – nobody knows where the
data resides. We need a better way of controlling it,
wherever it is.”
Mthethwa agreed: “I support Mthoko’s view around
control and security. We sometimes look at ourselves
as if we live on two different continents – public and
private sector – and we don’t cooperate and integrate
and it evolves into this us-versus-them mentality,
a view of profit versus delivery. But the reality is
this – if we don’t solve the issues of connectivity and
collaboration, if we don’t unpack these issues within
this sector, then we are hampering our development.”
He added that often companies think that these
issues are for big companies, but little thought is given
to SMMEs, such as farmers who need to sell their
cabbages.
“They need this technology to drive their success
and development, just as much as the large enterprises
do,” he said.
The discussion then moved from the complexities
and limitations to focusing on the transformation
aspect of digital transformation.
What needs to be done to support digital transformation in the
country?
Ian Lester, CEO of Beyond Wireless
Technologies, had a different view of the
connectivity conundrum, saying that few people are
without smartphones and these are, in themselves,
a form of connectivity. He doesn’t believe that
connectivity is as much of an issue, but rather that the
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Most functionality. Most innovation. Most security.
Get the cloud with the most…everything.

aws.amazon.com/local/africa/cape-town
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challenge lies in how government sector employees and
businesses use their devices to access information, and
who pays for the data they use.
“It’s a commercial issue – who pays for the data
– rather than a connectivity one,” he said. “Mobile
access penetration, defined as the number of unique
individuals who have regular access to a mobile
phone, was found to be 95% in South Africa in 2018,
according to Pew Research. People do have access to
devices, and connectivity.”
Oozeer, from SKA, then shifted the conversation
towards the value of cloud in driving the economy,
and the importance of leveraging ICT services as
an enabler. He believed that ICT services form the
backdrop for other economies and that it is imperative
to strengthen existing systems to ensure that these
economies survive.
Said Mncwabe: “The biggest issue is cost, (and)
connecting services back to our enterprise. I can’t take
these services from on-prem to the cloud to decrease
costs. Not that cloud is expensive, but that the cost of
quality of service – to the point where you eliminate
slow responses – can be high when connectivity services
on the cloud. The key issue is how can service providers
help us to overcome these costs and limitations?”
Avin Mansookram, director at MFT, believes
that one way to overcome this challenge is to look at
the workloads that are the proverbial ‘low hanging
fruit’. By identifying these, and moving them to
the cloud, they can deliver on agility and employee
productivity. These small shifts to the cloud make
financial and capability sense, and go a long way to
getting the digital transformation train going.
Adding another layer to the conversation, Khorombi
pointed out that the public sector should also be assured
of no vendor lock-in. She said that this would allow for
public sector entities to function independently from
cloud providers and to embed layers of governance
and compliance that would ensure alignment with the
Protection of Personal Information Act.
This was reinforced by De Bruyn, who said: “I
worked on a public sector project where collecting data
was an issue. People would collect memory sticks of
data to integrate into the main datacentre. We need to
get the basics right. Connectivity, data management,
and then expand on the rest.”
So how does the public sector drive digital transformation
through the cloud?
Said Mansookram: “Your cloud implementation
partner should come with a deep understanding of
what the public sector organisation is aiming to do
and help it to be successful. The goal is to ensure that
customer goals are achieved by helping them along
the journey. It’s important to spend time and effort on
getting the skills right, moving companies to the cloud
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Ian Lester, Beyond
Wireless Technologies

Your cloud implementation
partner should come with a deep
understanding of what the public sector
organisation is aiming to do and help it
to be successful. The goal is to ensure
that customer goals are achieved by
helping them along the journey.
Avin Mansookram, MFT

Mthoko Mncwabe,
Airports Company of
South Africa
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intelligently, and making sure that any investment
delivers results.”

Starting from zero
The CIO of the Department of
Communications and Digital Technologies,
Luyanda Ndlovu, fondly referred to as the CIO of
the country, said that digital transformation remains a
priority for his department.
“Digital transformation is essential as government
serves everyone; the country relies on us,” he added.
“The provision of infrastructure and services is key,
and we recently developed a policy that talks about
data governance and security. We are constantly
thinking about digital transformation and we believe
that we now have a very robust digital transformation
strategy in place, (and) one that the country is going
to feel. But we’re starting from zero as the current
infrastructure is not up to scratch.”
The journey to the cloud has its challenges. It has
been a year where the CIO of the world – Covid-19 –
has forced organisations to go online. It has asked the
public sector to make radical changes, to address risk, to
implement more robust protocols. It’s never been more
important to ensure that public sector entities have solid
data management policies and strategies because, as
Ndlovu pointed out, ‘cloud has so many benefits’.
He added that ICT infrastructure – physical and
solution-based – and connectivity keep him up at
night. This was echoed by Leshope, who said the layers
of theft and fraud and risk are a constant concern.
Lester, from Beyond Wireless Technologies, said that
digital transformation has become a priority for the
country, and one that will allow for improved cost and
service efficiency to ensure the sector isn’t constantly
juggling the complexities of legacy technology. He said:
“As you blink, infrastructure ages. It’s more affordable
to rent it like a utility and it provides you with the
elasticity and capacity you need.”

Avin Mansookram,
MFT

Fred de Bruyn,
Fluid Intelligence,

Lufuno T Khorommbi,
Orizur Consulting

Emmanuel Kekana,

Enterprise

MEK Holdings
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Chart

Cloud snapshot

Compiled by Adrian Hinchcliffe

Research conducted by ITWeb, in association with key commercial partners, provides
a glimpse into where South Africa’s enterprises are on the journey to cloud adoption.
Percentage of workloads currently running in the public cloud

85%

of respondents are using
cloud (public or private) for their IT
operations, while

0%

12%

aren’t currently, but plan to
within the next couple of years, and it’s

Workloads
in cloud

6%

3%

not even on the radar for
finds an IBM and ITWeb survey.

100%

Workloads
in cloud

10.4%

,

75%

Workloads
in cloud

22.90%
Driving innovation and enabling distributed
work were the top business priorities for
cloud adoption, with both receiving

37.30%

49.3%

of responses, finds an
IBM and ITWeb survey.

25%

Accelerating business process
transformation was next, receiving

49%

23.40%

Workloads
in cloud

50%

Workloads
in cloud

Source: Nutanix and ITWeb

of responses.

Which infrastructure cloud services are you using?
Databases and
analytics

70.30%

Security and
networking

Top factors hindering adoption of cloud
Integration with
existing systems
Cost

43.70%

Lack of cloud skills

42.80%

69%

Compute and
containers

63.40%

AI and machine
learning

Security

35.10%

Geographic concerns of
provider datacentres

34.20%

26.90%
22.10%

Internet of Things

47.70%

27%

Compliance
Augmented reality
and virtual reality
Other

7.60%
6.20%

Source: AWS and ITWeb

23%

Management buy-in
No concerns

12.20%

Source: AWS and ITWeb

Ensuring consistent security, access control and compliance
was identified as the top expected challenge by

22.4% of respondents for the next 12 to 18 months.
IT talent and skills availability was next, with 16% of
responses, finds an IBM and ITWeb survey.
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51%

of respondents identify
local datacentres as the most
important attribute when
considering a cloud service
provider, according to an IBM
and ITWeb survey.

